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Using This Documentation

■ Overview – Describes how to install OpenStack and deploy OpenStack virtual machines on
Oracle Solaris 11.3 systems.

■ Audience – Large installation system administrators.
■ Required knowledge – Oracle Solaris network and large system administration. Familiarity

with OpenStack is helpful.

Product Documentation Library

Documentation and resources for this product and related products are available at http://www.
oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E65465.

Feedback

Provide feedback about this documentation at http://www.oracle.com/goto/docfeedback.

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E65465
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E65465
http://www.oracle.com/goto/docfeedback
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Introduction to OpenStack (Juno)

This chapter describes features introduced in the Juno version of OpenStack. It also provides
information about how to use this book.

For an overview of OpenStack and Oracle Solaris technologies, see Overview: OpenStack
Components and Oracle Solaris Technologies. See also Planning for an OpenStack
Configuration for planning guidance and requirements to install OpenStack on Oracle Solaris.

This chapter discusses the following topics:

■ “What's New in the Juno Version for Oracle Solaris” on page 11
■ “Upgrade Notes” on page 13
■ “Using This Book” on page 13

What's New in the Juno Version for Oracle Solaris
For features that were introduced to OpenStack core components in this version, refer to the
following release notes and optionally its preceding version:

■ Juno release notes (https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/ReleaseNotes/Juno)
■ Icehouse release notes (https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/ReleaseNotes/Icehouse)

For a list of issues with the current Juno release, see the version's corresponding Readme file in
My Oracle Support (https://support.oracle.com).

The following Oracle Solaris functionalities are provided in OpenStack Juno:

■ Console support for VM instances, where each instance's console can be accessed from a
browser based on a user's request.

■ For Horizon, Apache 2.4 is used by default if it is available on the system. Thus, httpd.
conf fragments for both TLS and HTTP are included in the Apache 2.4's samples-conf.d
directory.

■ For Neutron, complete IPv6 support for tenant networks as well as support for source NAT
(SNAT).
By default, SNAT is enabled on the gateway interface of a Neutron router. To disable this
feature, run neutron router-gateway-set --disable-snat command.

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E65465&id=E60697
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E65465&id=E60697
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E65465&id=E66877
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E65465&id=E66877
https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/ReleaseNotes/Juno
https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/ReleaseNotes/Icehouse
https://support.oracle.com
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Additionally in Neutron, the following are supported in Juno:
■ Metadata Services
■ Flat (untagged) Layer-2 Network Type
■ New Neutron Subcommands

For more details on these Neutron features, see What's New in Solaris OpenStack Juno
Neutron.

■ An added SMF service is introduced to correspond with an upgrade service in Swift 2.2.2
which reconciles objects in Swift containers after recovery from a network partition.

■ Support for OpenStack and EC2-compatible metadata services.
■ Beginning from the Oracle Solaris 11.3 SRU 2 release, the following features were added

that are related to Cinder
■ Use of Remote SAN Storage

Aside from operating on locally managed ZFS volumes, with the support for Paramiko,
Cinder can also provision these ZFS volumes on remote Solaris nodes as SAN storage
using the iSCSI or Fiber Channel protocol. Remote systems can be orchestrated by
configuring them into multiple storage back ends.

■ Support for Volume Backup and Restore Operations
The Cinder backup SMF service is now enabled in Oracle Solaris. Therefore, unattached
volumes can be backed up and restored between configured back ends. Currently, Swift
is the only supported back end.

■ Support for Cinder Volume Migration
Cinder takes advantage of ZFS operations to migrate Cinder volumes. ZFS send and
receive processes enable the migration of volumes between different configured Cinder
back ends. If the migration destination resides on the same zpool as the source, then a
ZFS rename operation is used. Currently, cinder volume migration support is limited to
a single system.

■ Beginning from the Oracle Solaris 11.3 SRU 6 release, the following features related to
Nova are added:
■ Live Migration

You can start live migration by using the Horizon service's dashboard or the nova
command. The scheduler selects the target host of the migration from among
participating nodes. These nodes must have each other's public SSH keys. See
“Migrating and Evacuating VM Instances” on page 82.
Encryption ensures that a live migration operation is secure. Through a parameter in the
/etc/nova.conf file, you can manually select the encryption to use or you can let the
process select a suitable encryption.

■ Support for Instance Evacuation

The nova evacuate functionality. In the event of host failure or services becoming
disabled on the host, the instance can be safely moved to a different node and recovered
from that node. Note that support for evacuation is available only if the root devices are

https://blogs.oracle.com/openstack/entry/what_s_new_in_solaris
https://blogs.oracle.com/openstack/entry/what_s_new_in_solaris
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on shared storage. Furthermore, evacuation is supported only for kernel zones, not non-
global zones.

■ Resizing VM Instances
Resizing VM instances to new flavors is supported. For a VM instance you can increase
or decrease the number of CPUs and the amount of memory available. Additionally, you
can also increase the size of the root volume available to an instance. However, reducing
the size of root volumes is not currently supported.

Upgrade Notes
The Juno version of OpenStack is supported in the following versions of Oracle Solaris:

■ Oracle Solaris 11.2 SRU 10 and later releases
■ Oracle Solaris 11.3

If you have an existing Havana configuration on systems running the SRU 10 or SRU 11
releases of Oracle Solaris 11.2, follow the manual steps documented in https://community.
oracle.com/docs/DOC-910993 to upgrade to the Juno version. Beginning with Oracle Solaris
11.2 SRU 12, the upgrade process from Havana to Juno is automatic.

Note - An issue with Neutron currently exists if you are upgrading an existing Havana
configuration to Juno. In certain cases, due to misconfiguration, a Neutron database is upgraded
to use SQLite instead of MySQL. Because SQLite is unsupported and unsuitable for use in
production mode, you need to manually migrate the database to MySQL. For more information,
see Migrating Neutron Database from sqlite to MySQL for Oracle OpenStack for Oracle
Solaris.

Using This Book
This book primarily covers OpenStack information that is specific to Oracle Solaris. Features as
well as operations that you perform that are common to all platforms generally are not covered
in this book.

For general information about Juno on which OpenStack in this Oracle Solaris release is based,
see the following Juno resources and more on the OpenStack documentation site:

■ OpenStack Training Guides
■ End User Guide, including the “OpenStack command-line interface cheat sheet”
■ Admin User Guide
■ Command-Line Interface Reference
■ Configuration Reference

https://community.oracle.com/docs/DOC-910993
https://community.oracle.com/docs/DOC-910993
https://blogs.oracle.com/openstack/entry/migrating_oracle_solaris_openstack_neutron
https://blogs.oracle.com/openstack/entry/migrating_oracle_solaris_openstack_neutron
http://docs.openstack.org/
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■ Cloud Administrator Guide

For more information about Oracle Solaris, access your Oracle Solaris version's information
library. Additional information is also available at the Cloud Management site.

In the OpenStack community, different terms sometimes have the same meaning. For example,
a virtual machine in the cloud can be called a server, instance, or compute VM. An OpenStack
functional part such as compute or networking can be called a module, component, or service.
In OpenStack, the term project and tenant are used interchangeably. This document uses the
following terms:

service An OpenStack service such as Nova or Compute service.

SMF service A Oracle Solaris service such as svc:/application/openstack/nova/
nova-compute:default. Phrases such as “enable the service” refer to
SMF services.

node A system that hosts OpenStack services. For example, a Controller node
hosts Keystone, Glance, and Horizon services.

project In Oracle Solaris zones, a project is a network-wide administrative
identifier for related work. In this document, however, the term is used
according to OpenStack definition, which is a logical grouping of users
within the Compute module. The project defines quotas and access to
VM images.

VM instance A virtual machine in the cloud. A VM instance is a running VM, or a
VM in a known state such as suspended, that can be used like a hardware
server.

zone Technology in Oracle Solaris for virtualizing the operating system and
providing isolated and secure environments to run applications. The term
can also refer to the virtualized environment itself. In Oracle Solaris,
OpenStack's compute virtualization is built on zones technology.

For additional explanations of OpenStack terms, refer to http://docs.openstack.org/
glossary/content/glossary.html.

http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/solaris11/technologies/openstack-2135773.html
http://docs.openstack.org/glossary/content/glossary.html
http://docs.openstack.org/glossary/content/glossary.html
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Installing OpenStack on a Single Node

This chapter describes how to quickly get started with using OpenStack by installing it on a
single system and creating a single-node configuration.

The chapter covers the following topics:

■ “Deploying the OpenStack Unified Archive” on page 15
■ “Installing the Single System Configuration” on page 17
■ “Using the OpenStack Dashboard” on page 19

Note that the best use of a single-node OpenStack installation is for evaluation purposes and for
becoming familiar with how it works. For actual production use, OpenStack should be installed
and configured on multiple systems or nodes. For a description of a multinode OpenStack
installation, see Chapter 3, “Installing Across Multiple Systems for a Multinode OpenStack
Configuration”.

Deploying the OpenStack Unified Archive

Oracle Solaris provides an OpenStack Unified Archive that enables you to quickly obtain a
running OpenStack configuration.

About the OpenStack UA Image

When you install the archive, all of the essential OpenStack services are installed and
preconfigured on the system and ready for use. You can create virtual machines (VMs), also
called Nova instances, to which you can assign block storage. You can attach these VMs to
virtual networks, and then manage the VMs by using a web browser interface.

The OpenStack Unified Archive has the following features:

■ OpenStack services that are mostly preconfigured, which decreases the amount of
configuration work that you need to perform.

■ Scripts that automate additional configuration that needs to be performed.
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■ Oracle Solaris system templates.
■ A Glance image store preloaded with two images: a non-global zone and a kernel zone.

Downloading the Image File

From the Oracle Solaris Unified Archives page, you can download either a USB image or a
UAR image. With either image, you can use a variety of installation methods to create the
single-node configuration depending on the target of your installation:

■ Bare metal target.
■ Installation by using an Automated Installer network service.
■ Installation by using a USB image that is generated from a Unified Archive with the

archiveadm command(1M).
■ Indirect installation by using the Oracle Solaris Automated Installer Boot Image and

combined with the Unified Archive.
■ Kernel zone target - installation by using standard zone commands.

For simplification purposes, this chapter focuses on two installation methods. Each method has
a specific target for installation.

■ Installing the Unified Archive on bare metal by using an Automated Installer network
service.

■ Installing the Unified Archive in a kernel zone by using zone commands.

Note - This chapter provides general installation procedures. For detailed instructions, refer to
the README file that is associated with the archive. For more information about Oracle Solaris
installation methods, refer to the installation books in your Oracle Solaris version's library.

How to Download the Image File

1. In an Internet browser, go to the Unified Archives download page.

2. From the Downloads tab, select Solaris then click Unified Archives.

3. Read the license agreement and click the Accept button.

4. Download the appropriate OpenStack *.uar file for your system's architecture.

5. Verify the integrity of the downloaded file.
Click the MD5 checksums link. Run the following digest command, and compare the output
with the appropriate checksum from the checksums file:

$ digest -a md5 file

http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/solaris11/downloads/unified-archives-2245488.html
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Installing the Single System Configuration

This section describes how to install the Unified Archive that you downloaded to create a
single-node OpenStack configuration. The section describes two methods:

■ Installing the Unified Archive on bare metal by using an Automated Installer network
service.
For more information about Automated Installer, refer to the installation books in your
Oracle Solaris version's library.

■ Installing the Unified Archive on a kernel zone.
For more information about kernel zones, see Creating and Using Oracle Solaris Kernel
Zones in the same library.

How to Install by Using the Unified Archive File
and an AI Install Service

Before You Begin To perform this procedure, you must have downloaded the Unified Archive file to your AI
install server. See “How to Download the Image File” on page 16.

1. Perform the following on the AI install server.

a.    Create or modify an AI manifest.
For example, you can use the AI install server's /usr/share/auto_install/manifest/
default_archive.xml and modify it according to your AI setup. Ensure that the manifest
includes the following fragment that applies to this OpenStack installation:

<software type="ARCHIVE">

       <source> 

          <file uri="full-path-to-the-UAR-file"/>
       </source>

       <software_data action="install"> 

          <name>*</name>

       </software_data>

          </software>

b.    Set up an AI install service that uses the AI manifest from the previous step.
Suppose that you downloaded the Unified Archive for a SPARC system. After creating
the manifest, you want to associate it with the existing default-sparc AI alias service.
The following example shows how you would first optionally list available services, then
associate the manifest with the selected service. As a final step, you list the services again
to verify the result of the association.

# installadm list -m

http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
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Service Name        Manifest Name   Type      Status    Criteria

------------        -------------   ----      ------    --------

default-sparc       orig_default    derived   default   none

solaris11_3-sparc   orig_default    derived   default   none

# installadm create-manifest -n default-sparc \

-m os_manifest -f openstack_manifest.xml -d
Created Manifest: 'os_manifest'

# installadm list -m
Service Name        Manifest Name   Type      Status    Criteria

------------        -------------   ----      ------    --------

default-sparc       os_manifest     xml       default   none

                    orig_default    derived   default   none

solaris11_3-sparc   orig_default    derived   default   none

2. Boot the target system.

{0} ok boot net - install

The installation process takes a while to finish.

3. After the installation is completed, reboot the system.
The SCI Tool is displayed to configure the system. If you do not see the SCI Tool, press the
Enter key or press Ctrl-L to redraw the screen.

4. Provide the information as prompted by the SCI Tool.

5. Log in to the Horizon dashboard.
See “Using the OpenStack Dashboard” on page 19.

How to Install into a Kernel Zone Using the Unified
Archive File

Before You Begin Make sure of the following:

■ The target system that hosts the kernel zone satisfies the virtualization requirements.
Installation requirements are discussed in Planning for an OpenStack Configuration.

■ The OpenStack Unified Archive file has been downloaded to the system. See “How to
Download the Image File” on page 16.

1. Create a kernel zone.

# zonecfg -z kzone-name create -t SYSsolaris-kz

This step creates a kernel zone based on the Oracle Solaris template called SYSsolaris-kz.

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E65465&id=E66877
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2. Configure the kernel zone.
See the zonecfg(1M) man page for descriptions of configurable resources.
The following example configures the zone with 8 virtual CPUs and a limit of 12 GB of
physical memory.

# zonecfg -z kzone-name
zonecfg:OpenStackKZ> select virtual-cpu

zonecfg:OpenStackKZ:virtual-cpu> set ncpus=8

zonecfg:OpenStackKZ:virtual-cpu> end

zonecfg:OpenStackKZ> select capped-memory

zonecfg:OpenStackKZ:capped-memory> set physical=12g

zonecfg:OpenStackKZ:capped-memory> end

zonecfg:OpenStackKZ> verify

zonecfg:OpenStackKZ> exit

3. (Optional) Check your configuration.

# zonecfg -z kzone-name info

4. Install the kernel zone.
In the following example, 50 GB of disk space is used for the kernel zone to ensure sufficient
space to create volumes for the VM instances.

# zoneadm -z kzone-name install -a archive-path -x install-size=50g

where archive-path refers to the full pathname of the location of the OpenStack Unified
Archive.

5. Boot the zone.

# zoneadm -z kzone-name boot

6. Log into the zone console to complete the configuration.

# zlogin -C kzone-name

The SCI Tool is displayed to configure the system. If you do not see the SCI Tool, press the
Enter key or press Ctrl-L to redraw the screen.

7. Log in to the Horizon dashboard.
See “Using the OpenStack Dashboard” on page 19.

Using the OpenStack Dashboard

After completing the installation and post-installation configuration tasks for OpenStack, log in
to the OpenStack dashboard to view the available resources in the cloud.

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E53394&id=REFMAN1Mzonecfg-1m
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How to Access the OpenStack Dashboard
1. Log in to any system that can connect to the OpenStack system.

2. Configure your browser.

a.    Enable JavaScript.

b.    Keep cookies.

3. In the location or address field of the browser, enter the following location:

http://system/horizon/

The system is either the name or the IP address of the OpenStack system where the OpenStack
Unified Archive was installed and which is running the Horizon OpenStack service under the
Apache web server.
If you installed the Unified Archive on a kernel zone, then the OpenStack system is the kernel
zone, and system is the name or IP address of the kernel zone.

4. Provide the following information on the login screen:

■ User name: admin
■ Password: secrete

Exploring the Dashboard

You initially log in to the Horizon dashboard as the user admin, which opens the project demo's
landing page. Because admin has administrative privileges on demo, the page displays 3 tabs
on the left panel: Project, Admin, and Identity. Without administrative privileges, a user would
only see the Project and Identity tabs.
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Note - The user name admin is independent of its role. For example, admin has administrative
privileges on demo. If you add admin as a user to a new project, the administrative privileges do
not transfer to that project. Instead, admin would only have member privileges and the Admin
tab would be inaccessible.

The Usage Summary Overview page from the Admin panel is the default cloud administrator
view.

FIGURE   1 OpenStack Dashboard Admin Overview Window

The selections on the Admin panel provide the following functionality:

■ An overall view of the Nova instances and Cinder volumes in use within the cloud
■ The ability to view and edit the flavor definitions that define VM instance characteristics

such as the following:
■ The number of virtual CPUs
■ The amount of memory
■ The disk space assigned
■ The brand of the underlying Oracle Solaris zone: solaris for non-global zones and

solaris-kz for kernel zones
■ The ability to create virtual networks and routers for use by cloud administrators
■ The ability to view and edit projects by grouping and isolating ownership of virtual

computing resources
■ The ability to view and edit users, which are the persons or services that use the cloud

resources

The OpenStack UA for the single-node configuration provides you with the following
preconfigured resources:

■ Two images: Solaris Non-global Zone and Solaris Kernel Zone
■ Two projects or tenants: demo and service

The demo tenant is the default tenant with admin as its single member.
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The service tenant is used by the cloud administrator to create resources that will be shared
across multiple tenants. For example, in the document, the Neutron router is created in the
service tenant so that the router is shared by all the tenants. Do not use the service tenant
for any other purpose in your OpenStack setup. OpenStack services communicate with each
other by means of service-specific users, who all have the administrative privileges in the
service tenant.

■ Ten flavors

To view the preconfigured images in the repository that were included in the OpenStack Unified
Archive, click either one of the following tabs:

■ Admin > System > Images tab.
■ Project > Compute > Images tab.

To list the Oracle Solaris flavors the are automatically available, click the Admin > System >
Flavors tab.

The following video presentations provide a complete overview of the dashboard:

■ The OpenStack Dashboard - Part 1
■ The OpenStack Dashboard - Part 2

For information about tasks you can perform on the dashboard, see Chapter 5, “Managing the
Cloud”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZqIfJLIkSQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ob5qJ1UMwY
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Installing Across Multiple Systems for a
Multinode OpenStack Configuration

This chapter describes how to install a multinode OpenStack configuration. For information
about a single-node installation, see Chapter 2, “Installing OpenStack on a Single Node”.

The chapter covers the following topics:

■ “Three-Node Architecture Overview” on page 23
■ “Preliminary Steps” on page 26
■ “Configuring the Controller Node” on page 29
■ “Configuring the Compute Node” on page 41
■ “Configuring the Storage Node” on page 46
■ “Configuring Swift Object Storage” on page 48

Three-Node Architecture Overview

Single-node configurations are useful to test OpenStack as a product, and to familiarize
yourself with its features. However, a single-node configuration is not suitable in a production
environment. For this environment, you would install and configure OpenStack across multiple
systems or nodes.

Each cloud needs only one dashboard instance, one image store, and one identity service. Each
cloud can have any number of storage and compute instances. Evaluate each component with
respect to your needs for a particular cloud deployment to determine whether that component
should be installed on a separate node and how many of that type of node you need.

The architecture described in this chapter is deployed on the following three systems:

■ Controller node – node where most of the shared OpenStack services and other tools run.
The Controller node supplies API, scheduling, and other shared services for the cloud. The
Controller node has the dashboard, the image store, and the identity service. Additionally,
Nova compute management service as well as the Neutron server are also configured in this
node.
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■ Compute node – node where VM instances, also known as Nova compute instances, are
installed. The node runs the compute daemon that manages these VM instances.

■ Storage node – node that hosts the data.

This three-node architecture is only one way of deploying OpenStack on multiple systems.
Because of its flexibility, you can distribute OpenStack components in other ways than this
architecture. Thus, you must plan the cloud configuration before you begin installation. For
information that would guide your planning, refer to Planning for an OpenStack Configuration.

Note - To partition a single Oracle SPARC server and configure multinode OpenStack on the
server running OVM Server for SPARC (LDoms), see Multi-node Solaris 11.2 OpenStack on
SPARC Servers. The article specifically refers to the Havana version of OpenStack. However,
the general steps also apply to the current version.

The following figure shows a high-level view of the architecture described in this chapter.

FIGURE   2 Three-Node Configuration Reference Architecture

This figure uses Cinder to illustrate the Storage node. However, the Swift object storage service
can be similarly configured.

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E65465&id=OSTPS
https://blogs.oracle.com/openstack/entry/multi_node_solaris_11_2
https://blogs.oracle.com/openstack/entry/multi_node_solaris_11_2
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In Oracle Solaris, the elastic virtual switch (EVS) forms the back end for OpenStack
networking. EVS facilitates communication between VM instances that are either on VLANs
or VXLANs. The VM instances can be on the same Compute node or across multiple Compute
nodes. For more information about EVS, refer to Managing Network Virtualization and
Network Resources in Oracle Solaris about the virtual switch. This book is in your Oracle
Solaris version's library in Operating Systems Documentation.

In order for the different nodes to communicate with one another, the SSH public keys
of evsuser, neutron, and root in the Controller node must be in each of the evsuser's
authorized_keys file in all configured Compute nodes. Refer to the following image that
shows the distribution of the SSH public keys. The image assumes that multiple Compute nodes
have been configured.

FIGURE   3 EVS Controller SSH Key Distribution

For a list of OpenStack configuration parameters that are useful for OpenStack deployments
on Oracle Solaris systems, see Appendix A, “Common OpenStack Configuration Files and
Services”.

http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
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Preliminary Steps

This section discusses some preliminary considerations before you implement the multinode
OpenStack configuration.

Preparing Host Names, Variables, and Passwords
In a multinode configuration, you would use multiple network interfaces to service the different
subnets that you create for the cloud. Ensure that you have prepared host names for these
interfaces. Include these names and their IP addresses in the systems' /etc/hosts file or in the
DNS configuration.

For example, you might create the following host names to handle different types of network
traffic.

■ host-on for the OpenStack network that hosts administrative and API traffic.
■ host-tn for the project network that hosts traffic between Compute nodes and the L3 router.
■ host-en for the external network traffic.

When you configure the OpenStack services in different nodes, create variables to facilitate the
task, such as the following examples:

■ $CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE - the host name of the interface or IP address in the Controller
node to which OpenStack administrative services are attached.

■ $CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE_IP - the IP address of the Controller port that handles the
OpenStack administrative services and traffic.

■ $COMPUTE_ADMIN_NODE_IP - the IP address of the Compute port that handles the OpenStack
administrative services and traffic.

■ $VOLUME_IP - the host name of the Storage node.

Passwords are also required in the configuration processes. The following is a sample list of
passwords you need to prepare.

■ Root password for the MySQL database
■ Password of the user guest of RabbitMQ
■ Password of user admin
■ Database passwords of the OpenStack services:

■ Identity service
■ Image service
■ Compute service
■ Dashboard database
■ Block storage database
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■ Networking database
■ Orchestration database

■ Passwords of OpenStack service users:
■ glance

■ nova

■ cinder

■ neutron

■ heat

Note - You can also assign a common password for a group of users or services. Whichever
system you adopt for assigning passwords, ensure that you follow best practices to secure your
environment. See Securing Systems and Attached Devices in Oracle Solaris in the applicable
library for your release.

The Sample Keystone Script

To quickly populate the Keystone database, you can use a sample script /usr/demo/openstack/
keystone/sample_data.sh. The script performs the following basic tasks to help you get
started:

■ Creates the following initial projects:
■ service under which basic or core services are created.
■ demo under which the user admin is created with secrete as the default password.

■ Populates the Keystone database.
■ Creates the following core services with corresponding user names and passwords.

■ cinder
■ ec2
■ glance
■ keystone
■ neutron
■ nova
■ swift

The corresponding user names and passwords are identical with the service names. For
example, cinder is the user name and password for the Cinder service, ec2 for the ec2
service, and so on. These passwords are publicly known and therefore insecure. For a
production setting, you should create customized passwords to replace these default ones in
the script. Optionally, you can set a single password for all services in the script. Apply all
the necessary changes to the script before you run it to bootstrap Keystone.
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Note - Make sure that you review the script for more information about parameters that can be
set for the environment. Replace default settings in the script according to your preference.

Throughout this document, the procedures assume that except for passwords, the sample
data script is used without revision and all script's default settings are applied to the cloud
configuration.

About Editing Configuration Files
A major part of OpenStack configuration involves editing the components' configuration files.
In this document, only selected parameters are identified for configuration in each *.conf or *.
ini file. These selected parameters are the minimum required to make the cloud configuration
work. However, review the entire contents of each configuration file to ensure that all the
parameters relevant to your specific cloud setup are properly configured.

Optimizing Memory Use

To better manage memory use between ZFS and applications in Oracle Solaris 11, set the
usr_reserve_hint_pct parameter on the node, as shown in the following example:

# echo "set user_reserve_hint_pct=80" >>/etc/system.d/site:kernel-zones-reserve
# reboot

where site can refer to your company.

Set this parameter on the different OpenStack nodes as well.

For more information about this parameter, log in to your MOS account in https://support.
oracle.com and review Document 1663862.1, Memory Management Between ZFS and
Applications in Oracle Solaris 11.2.

Configuring the NTP Server

Installing Network Time Protocol (NTP) is optional but strongly recommended. NTP helps
ensure a consistent time of day across all of the service nodes in the cloud. If you enable NTP in
a network, configure the service nodes to obtain their time over the network.

■ If IP multicast is enabled on the IP subnets on which the service nodes reside, you can
leverage IP multicast to configure NTP.

■ If IP multicast is not enabled on the IP subnets on which the service nodes reside, configure
NTP manually.

https://support.oracle.com
https://support.oracle.com
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Using NTP involves configuring the NTP server and the NTP client. Typically, the NTP server
is a separate system from the other systems on which you configure OpenStack. The NTP client
is installed and configured on the nodes or systems that host the OpenStack components.

For more information about NTP, refer to the documentation at http://www.ntp.org/
documentation.html.

How to Set Up the NTP Server

The NTP server is on a separate system from OpenStack nodes.

1. Install the NTP package.

ntp-server# pkg install ntp

2. Install the configuration file.

ntp-server# cp /etc/inet/ntp.server /etc/inet/ntp.conf

3. Edit the /etc/inet/ntp.conf file by configuring the server and driftfile keywords.
For example:

server 127.127.1.0 prefer

...

driftfile /var/ntp/ntp.drift

Note - 127.127.1.0 is not an IP address. It is a format used to refer to a clock that provides
accurate time to the server. Make sure to read the comments in the ntp.conf file that explains
the server keyword.

4. Create the /var/ntp/ntp.drift file as you have defined in the previous step.

ntp-server# touch /var/ntp/ntp.drift

5. Start the ntp service.

ntp-server# svcadm enable ntp

Configuring the Controller Node

The Controller node has one dashboard service, one image store, and one identity service. This
node also includes MySQL, RabbitMQ, and compute, block storage, and networking services.

http://www.ntp.org/documentation.html
http://www.ntp.org/documentation.html
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To configure the Controller node, install the OpenStack components and services on the system
with the following command:

controller# pkg install openstack

After the package installation is completed, configure the services that you want to run on the
node. The following list specifies the tasks to configure the Controller node:

■ “Configuring the NTP Client” on page 30.
■ “Installing MySQL” on page 31.
■ “Installing Keystone” on page 32.
■ “Installing Glance” on page 33.
■ “Installing Nova” on page 35.
■ “Installing Horizon” on page 36.
■ “Installing Cinder” on page 37.
■ “Installing Neutron” on page 38.
■ “Installing Heat” on page 98.

Configuring the NTP Client

You install the NTP client service on each service node in your cloud deployment.

How to Configure the NTP Client

This section assumes that you have already set up the NTP server as explained in “How to Set
Up the NTP Server” on page 29.

1. Create the client configuration file.

controller# cp /etc/inet/ntp.client /etc/inet/ntp.conf

2. In the client configuration file, uncomment one or more of the server options and
provide the specific name or the IP address of the NTP server.
For example, if the host name of the NTP server you configured is system1, the configuration
file would resemble the following example:

# multicastclient 224.0.1.1

...

server system1.example.com iburst

# server server_name2 iburst

# server server_name3 iburst

3. Enable the ntp service.
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controller# svcadm enable ntp

Installing MySQL

Many OpenStack services maintain a database to keep track of critical resources, usage, and
other information. By default, individual SQLite databases are specified for this purpose and
are useful for the single-node configuration. For multinode configurations, particularly in a
production environment, other databases, such as MySQL database, are recommended for
storing this information.

Communication between OpenStack services is performed over Advanced Message Queuing
Protocol (AMQP). In Oracle Solaris, AMQP is implemented by RabbitMQ. RabbitMQ is a
required service. Generally, a single node in the cloud is configured to run RabbitMQ. In this
architecture, RabbitMQ is configured to run on the Controller node.

How to Install a MySQL Database

1. Enable the RabbitMQ services.

controller# svcadm enable rabbitmq

controller# svcadm restart rad:local

2. (Optional) If you are using a dedicated IP address for administration and API
traffic, add that address in /etc/mysql/5.5/my.cnf:

bind-address=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE_IP

3. Enable the MySQL service.

controller# svcadm enable mysql

4. Set the MySQL server root password.

controller# mysqladmin -u root password MySQL-root-password

5. Configure MySQL.
Create the tables that will be used by OpenStack. Grant privileges to the services on the
Controller node to provide exclusive access to these databases.

controller# mysql -u root -p
Enter password: MySQL-root-password
mysql> drop database if exists nova;

mysql> drop database if exists cinder;

mysql> drop database if exists glance;
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mysql> drop database if exists keystone;

mysql> drop database if exists neutron;

mysql> drop database if exists heat;

mysql> create database cinder default character set utf8 default collate utf8_general_ci;

mysql> grant all privileges on cinder.* to 'cinder'@'$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE' identified

 by 'service-password';
mysql> create database glance default character set utf8 default collate utf8_general_ci;

mysql> grant all privileges on glance.* to 'glance'@'$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE' identified

 by 'service-password';
mysql> create database keystone default character set utf8 default collate

 utf8_general_ci;

mysql> grant all privileges on keystone.* to 'keystone'@'$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE'

 identified by 'service-password';
mysql> create database nova default character set utf8 default collate utf8_general_ci;

mysql> grant all privileges on nova.* to 'nova'@'$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE' identified by

 'service-password';
mysql> create database neutron default character set utf8 default collate

 utf8_general_ci;

mysql> grant all privileges on neutron.* to 'neutron'@'$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE' identified

 by 'service-password';
mysql> create database heat default character set utf8 default collate utf8_general_ci;

mysql> grant all privileges on heat.* to 'heat'@'$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE' identified by

 'service-password';
mysql> flush privileges;

mysql> quit

Installing Keystone

The Keystone service should be installed and configured on the Controller node. This procedure
uses the sample script described in “The Sample Keystone Script” on page 27. Read the
section before using the script.

How to Install and Configure Keystone

1. Create the shared token for Keystone and other OpenStack services.
The token consists of a random string of characters. Note that the openssl command prompts
you for the components that constitute the key such as country, state, and so on.

controller# openssl rand -hex 10
token-string

2. Set the token to a shell variable.

controller# export MY_SERVICE_TOKEN=token-string

3. Modify parameters in the /etc/keystone/keystone.conf file.
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The configuration should resemble the following example:

[DEFAULT]

admin_token = token-string
qpid_hostname=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

rabbit_host=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

...

[database]

connection = mysql://keystone:service-password@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE/keystone

4. Enable the Keystone SMF service.

controller# svcadm enable keystone

5. Populate the Keystone database by using the Keystone sample script.
Make sure that you have reviewed and modified the script to your preference before running the
script. The procedures assume that the sample script is not customized.

controller# CONTROLLER_PUBLIC_ADDRESS=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE \

CONTROLLER_ADMIN_ADDRESS=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE \

CONTROLLER_INTERNAL_ADDRESS=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE \

SERVICE_TOKEN=$MY_SERVICE_TOKEN \

ADMIN_PASSWORD=admin-password \
SERVICE_PASSWORD=service-password \
/usr/demo/openstack/keystone/sample_data.sh

Installing Glance

Setting up Glance requires configuring some information for authentication as well as
specifying the location of the MySQL and RabbitMQ services.

How to Install and Configure Glance

1. Configure Glance by either uncommenting or setting the parameters in these
configuration files:

■ /etc/glance/glance-api.conf

[DEFAULT]

registry_host = $CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

auth_strategy = keystone

default_publisher_id =image.$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

rabbit_host = $CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

qpid_hostname =$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE
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[database]

connection = mysql://glance:service-password@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE/glance

[keystone_authtoken]

auth_uri= http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

identity_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:35357

admin_tenant_name = service

admin_user = glance

admin_password = service-password

■ /etc/glance/glance-cache.conf

[DEFAULT]

auth_url = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0/

admin_tenant_name = service

admin_user = glance

admin_password = service-password

■ /etc/glance/glance-registry.conf

[DEFAULT]

default_publisher_id = image.$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

rabbit_host = $CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

qpid_hostname = $CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

[database]

connection = mysql://glance:service-password@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE/glance

[keystone_authtoken]

auth_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

identity_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:35357

admin_tenant_name = service

admin_user = glance

admin_password = service-password

■ /etc/glance/glance-scrubber.conf

[DEFAULT]

auth_url = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0/

identity_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:35357

admin_tenant_name = service

admin_user = glance

admin_password = service-password

[database]

connection=mysql://glance:service-password@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE/glance

2. Enable the Glance SMF services.
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controller# svcadm enable -rs glance-api glance-db glance-registry glance-scrubber

Installing Nova

This section pertains to Nova endpoint services configuration, not the Compute node itself.

How to Install and Configure Nova

1. Configure Nova by either uncommenting or setting the parameters in the /etc/
nova/nova.conf file:

[DEFAULT]

qpid_hostname=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

rabbit_host=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

my_ip=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE_IP

host=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

firewall_driver=nova.virt.firewall.NoopFirewallDriver

[database]

connection = mysql://nova:service-password@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE/nova

[glance]

host=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

[keystone_authtoken]

auth_uri=http:/$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0/

identity_uri=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:35357/

admin_user=nova

admin_password=service-password
admin_tenant_name=service

[neutron]

url=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:9696

admin_username=neutron

admin_password=service-password
admin_tenant_name=service

admin_auth_url=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

2. Set parameters in the /etc/nova/api-paste.ini file.

[filter:authtoken]

admin_tenant_name = service

admin_user = nova

admin_password = service-password
auth_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0/

identity_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:35357
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3. Enable the Nova SMF services.

controller# svcadm enable -rs nova-conductor

controller# svcadm enable -rs nova-api-osapi-compute \

nova-cert nova-scheduler

Installing Horizon

Horizon serves as the web portal for OpenStack.

How to Configure Horizon

1. Perform one of the following groups of steps depending on what applies to your
configuration.

■ Your configuration uses HTTP.

a.    Provide settings to the /etc/openstack_dashboard/local_settings.py
script.

controller# gsed -i -e s@SECURE_PROXY_SSL_HEADER@#SECURE_PROXY_SSL_HEADER@ \

-e s@CSRF_COOKIE_SECURE@#CSRF_COOKIE_SECURE@ \

-e s@SESSION_COOKIE_SECURE@#SESSION_COOKIE_SECURE@ \

/etc/openstack_dashboard/local_settings.py

b.    Copy the HTTP version of the http.conf file for OpenStack.

controller# cp /etc/apache2/2.4/samples-conf.d/openstack-dashboard-http.conf \

/etc/apache2/2.4/conf.d/

■ Your configuration uses SSL/TLS.

a.    Generate certificates for use by Horizon.
The following commands generate self-signed certificates for use by Horizon and
copy the OpenStack dashboard configuration file to the Apache configuration file
directory. For more information about creating self-signed certificates, see the Apache
SSL/TLS Strong Encryption: FAQ.

controller# export DASHBOARD=/etc/openstack_dashboard

controller# openssl req -new -x509 -nodes \

-out horizon.crt -keyout horizon.key

controller# mv horizon.crt horizon.key ${DASHBOARD}

controller# chmod 0644 ${DASHBOARD}/*

http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.2/ssl/ssl_faq.html
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controller# chown webservd:webservd ${DASHBOARD}/*

controller# sed \

-e "/SSLCertificateFile/s:/path.*:${DASHBOARD}/horizon.crt:" \

-e "/SSLCACertificateFile/d" \

-e "/SSLCertificateKeyFile/s:/path.*:${DASHBOARD}/horizon.key:" \

< /etc/apache2/2.4/samples-conf.d/openstack-dashboard-tls.conf \

> /etc/apache2/2.4/conf.d/openstack-dashboard-tls.conf

b.    In the /etc/apache2/2.4/conf.d/openstack-dashboard-tls.conf file, specify
the site address and server name of the Horizon package on the
following parameters:

RedirectPermanent /horizon https://controller-fqdn/horizon
ServerName controller-fqdn

2. Start the Apache service.

controller# svcadm enable apache24

Installing Cinder

The Cinder configuration must specify at least the following information:

■ Authorization information to authenticate with Keystone.
■ The class of volumes to be created.

How to Install and Configure Cinder

The steps in this procedure refer to the configuration of Cinder endpoint services, not the Cinder
or volume node.

1. Configure Cinder by either uncommenting or setting the parameters in the /etc/
cinder/cinder.conf file.
For the volume_driver parameter, multiple drivers are available for you to select. In the
following example, only the selected driver for volume_driver is shown. The other available
drivers that are commented out are excluded.

[DEFAULT]

volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.solaris.zfs.ZFSISCSIDriver

my_ip=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

[database]
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connection = mysql://cinder:service-password@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE/cinder

[keystone_authtoken

auth_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

identity_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:35357

admin_tenant_name = service

admin_user = cinder

admin_password = service-password

2. Configure parameters in the /etc/cinder/api-paste.ini file.

[filter:authtoken]

admin_tenant_name = service

admin_user = cinder

admin_password = service-password

3. If iSCSI targets are configured, enable the corresponding SMF services.

controller# svcadm enable iscsi/target stmf

4. Enable the Cinder SMF services.

controller# svcadm enable -rs cinder-db

controller# svcadm enable -rs cinder-api cinder-scheduler

See Also See also How to Build OpenStack Block Storage on ZFS.

Installing Neutron

In the architecture described in this chapter, the Neutron API service runs on the Controller
node.

How to Install and Configure Neutron

1. Configure Neutron by either uncommenting or setting the parameters in these
configuration files:

■ /etc/neutron/neutron.conf

qpid_hostname=/$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

rabbit_host=/$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

host=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/servers-storage-admin/howto-build-openstack-zfs-2248817.html
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[keystone_authtoken]

auth_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

identity_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:35357

admin_tenant_name = service

admin_user = neutron

admin_password = service-password

[database]

connection = mysql://neutron:service-password@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE/neutron

■ /etc/neutron/plugins/evs/evs_plugin.ini

[EVS]

evs_controller = ssh://evsuser@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

■ /etc/neutron/dhcp_agent.ini

[DEFAULT]

evs_controller = ssh://evsuser@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

■ /etc/neutron/l3_agent.ini

evs_controller = ssh://evsuser@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

2. Set up the SSH key pairs to be used.

a.    Create SSH key pairs for evsuser, neutron, and root users.

controller# su - evsuser -c "ssh-keygen -N '' \

-f /var/user/evsuser/.ssh/id_rsa -t rsa"

controller# su - neutron -c "ssh-keygen -N '' -f /var/lib/neutron/.ssh/id_rsa -t rsa"

controller# ssh-keygen -N '' -f /root/.ssh/id_rsa -t rsa

b.    Combine the SSH keys of the evsuser, neutron and root users in the evsuser's
authorized_keys file.

controller# cat /var/user/evsuser/.ssh/id_rsa.pub \

/var/lib/neutron/.ssh/id_rsa.pub /root/.ssh/id_rsa.pub >> \

/var/user/evsuser/.ssh/authorized_keys

c.    Test the SSH connections to accept the fingerprints which will be stored in
the known_host file.
Specify Yes at every prompt for confirmation.

controller# su - evsuser -c "ssh evsuser@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE true"

controller# su - neutron -c "ssh evsuser@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE true"

controller# ssh evsuser@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE true

3. Configure the elastic virtual switch (EVS).
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Note - The following substeps specifically configures EVS for a VLAN-based network.

To configure a VXLAN-based network, go to Managing Network Virtualization and Network
Resources in Oracle Solaris in your Oracle Solaris version's library in Operating Systems
Documentation. In that book, refer specifically to the section Use Case: Configuring an Elastic
Virtual Switch for a Tenant.

For an example of how to configure flat networks, see https://blogs.oracle.com/
openstack/entry/configuring_the_neutron_l3_agent.

a.    Set the EVS property to specify the location of the EVS controller.

controller# evsadm set-prop -p controller=ssh://evsuser@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

b.    Configure the l2-type, vlan-range, and uplink-port properties of the EVS
controller.

controller# evsadm set-controlprop -p property=value

As shown in Figure 2, you would typically have multiple network interfaces to serve the
different subnets. When you set the uplink-port property, you can split the VLANS
across the multiple network ports that service the subnets.
The following example shows how to set EVS properties, including splitting the VLANs.
Optionally, use the final command to display all the EVS properties.

Note - Define the VLAN range first before spreading the VLANs across the network ports.
Otherwise, the uplink-port property cannot be configured.

controller# evsadm set-controlprop -p l2-type=vlan

controller# evsadm set-controlprop -p vlan-range=1,200-300

controller# evsadm set-controlprop -p uplink-port=net0,vlan-range=1

controller# evsadm set-controlprop -p uplink-port=net1,vlan-range=200-250

controller# evsadm set-controlprop -p uplink-port=net1,vlan-range=251-300

controller# evsadm show-controlprop -o all

4. Enable IP forwarding.

controller# ipadm set-prop -p forwarding=on ipv4

5. Start the IP Filter service.

controller# svcadm enable -rs ipfilter

6. Enable the Neutron server service.

controller# svcadm enable -rs neutron-server neutron-dhcp-agent

http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
https://blogs.oracle.com/openstack/entry/configuring_the_neutron_l3_agent
https://blogs.oracle.com/openstack/entry/configuring_the_neutron_l3_agent
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Configuring the Compute Node

You install VM instances in the Compute node as well as the nova-compute daemon. The VM
instances provide a wide range of services such as web applications and analytics. You can
configure as many Compute nodes as necessary for your cloud.

To configure the Compute node, install the OpenStack components and services on the system
with the following command:

compute# pkg install openstack

After the package installation is completed, configure the services that you want to run on the
node.

Note - To better manage memory use between ZFS and applications in Oracle Solaris 11, set the
usr_reserve_hint_pct parameter on the node, as shown in the following example:

# echo "set user_reserve_hint_pct=80" >>/etc/system.d/site:kernel-zones-reserve
# reboot

where site is a random identifier such as the name of your company.

Set this parameter on the different OpenStack nodes as well.

For more information about this parameter, log in to your MOS account in https://support.
oracle.com and review Document 1663862.1, Memory Management Between ZFS and
Applications in Oracle Solaris 11.2.

How to Configure the Compute Node
1. Configure the NTP client.

See “Configuring the NTP Client” on page 30.

2. Restart the Remote Access Daemon (RAD).
Nova uses RAD to communicate with the Oracle Solaris Zones framework.

compute1# svcadm restart rad:local

3. Configure Nova by either uncommenting or setting the following parameters in
the /etc/nova/nova.conf file.

[DEFAULT]

rabbit_host=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

https://support.oracle.com
https://support.oracle.com
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my_ip=$COMPUTE_ADMIN_NODE_IP

host=$COMPUTE_ADMIN_NODE_X

firewall_driver=nova.virt.firewall.NoopFirewallDriver

keystone_ec2_url=http:/$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0/ec2tokens

[database]

connection = mysql://nova:service-password@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE/nova

[glance]

host=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

[keystone_authtoken]

auth_uri=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0/

identity_uri=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:35357/

admin_user=nova

admin_password=service-password
admin_tenant_name=service

[neutron]

url=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:9696

admin_username=neutron

admin_password=service-password
admin_tenant_name=service

admin_auth_url=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

4. Set parameters in the /etc/nova/api-paste.ini file.

[filter:authtoken]

admin_tenant_name = service

admin_user = nova

admin_password = service-password
auth_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0/

identity_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:35357

5. Set up EVS on the Compute node.

a.    Ensure that the EVS package is installed.

compute1# pkg info evs

b.    Specify the location of the EVS controller.

compute1# evsadm set-prop -p controller=ssh://evsuser@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

6. Configure the communications between the Controller and the Compute nodes.
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The distribution of the SSH keys that establishes communication between the nodes would
resemble the following figure:

a.    Create an SSH public key on the Compute node for the root user.

compute1# ssh-keygen -N '' -f /root/.ssh/id_rsa -t rsa

b.    (Optional) Check the contents of the SSH key.

compute1# cat /root/.ssh/id_rsa.pub

c.    Copy the SSH key /root/.ssh/id_rsa.pub to a location in the Controller node.

d.    On the Controller node, append the SSH key to the authorized_keys file for
evsuser.

controller# cat location/id_rsa.pub >> /var/user/evsuser/.ssh/authorized_keys
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e.    (Optional) Verify that the SSH key from the Compute node has been
appended to the authorized_keys file.

controller# cat /var/user/evsuser/.ssh/authorized_keys

The output should include the contents of /root/.ssh/id_rsa.pub that you generated on
the Compute node.

f.    Test the Compute node's SSH connections to the controller and accept the
fingerprints to be stored in the known_host file.
Specify Yes at the prompt for confirmation.

compute1# ssh evsuser@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE true

7. Grant the Nova service access to the Compute node.

a.    Access the Controller node.

b.    Issue the following command:

controller# mysql -u root -p
Enter password: MySQL-root-password
mysql> grant all privileges on nova.* to 'nova'@'nova-compute' identified by 'service-
password';
mysql> flush privileges

mysql> quit

where nova-compute is the Compute node's system name or the fully qualified domain
name.

8. On the Compute node, enable the Nova compute service.

compute1# svcadm enable nova-compute

How to Enable Console Access

Use this procedure to be able to use a VM instance's console from a browser based on a user's
request.

1. On each Compute node, perform the following steps depending on which
scenario applies.
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■ If the Compute node's IP addresses are accessible from the public facing
network, set the following parameters in the [DEFAULT] section of the /etc/
nova/nova.conf file.

[DEFAULT]

...

vnc_enabled = true

vncserver_listen = 0.0.0.0

novncproxy_port = 6080

novncproxy_base_url =http://FQDN:6080/vnc_auto.html

novncproxy_host = 0.0.0.0

...

where FQDN represents the fully qualified domain name or the IP address of the Compute
node.

■ If the Compute node is in a private network, set the following parameters in
the [DEFAULT] section of the /etc/nova/nova.conf file.

[DEFAULT]

...

vnc_enabled = true

vncserver_listen = internal-IP
novncproxy_port=6080

novncproxy_base_url = http://public-IP:6080/vnc_auto.html
vncserver_proxyclient_address = internal-IP

■ internal-IP - IP address of the Compute node on the internal network.
■ public-IP - public IP address of the Controller host.

2. Perform the following substeps if the IP addresses of the Compute node are
accessible from the public facing network. Otherwise, skip to the next step.

a.    Enable the nova-novncproxy service.

compute# svcadm enable nova-novncproxy

b.    Restart the nova-compute service.

compute# svcadm restart nova-compute

3. On the Controller node, perform the following steps depending on which
scenario applies.

■ If the Compute node's IP addresses are accessible from the public facing
network, enable the nova-consoleauth service.

controller# svcadm enable nova-consoleauth
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■ If the Compute node is in a private network, perform the following steps:

a.    Set the following parameters in the [DEFAULT] section of the /etc/nova/
nova.conf file.

novncproxy_base_url=http://public-IP:6080/vnc_auto.html

where public-IP - public IP address of the Controller host.

b.    Enable Nova services as follows:

controller# svcadm enable nova-consoleauth

controller# svcadm enable nova-novncproxy

Configuring the Storage Node

The Storage node is the repository of all the data transacted within the OpenStack setup.

To configure the Compute node, install the OpenStack components and services on the system
with the following command:

storage# pkg install openstack

After the package installation is completed, configure the services that you want to run on the
node.

Note - To better manage memory use between ZFS and applications in Oracle Solaris 11, set the
usr_reserve_hint_pct parameter on the node, as shown in the following example:

# echo "set user_reserve_hint_pct=80" >>/etc/system.d/site:kernel-zones-reserve
# reboot

where site is a random identifier such as the name of your company.

Set this parameter on the different OpenStack nodes as well.

For more information about this parameter, log in to your MOS account in https://support.
oracle.com and review Document 1663862.1, Memory Management Between ZFS and
Applications in Oracle Solaris 11.2.

https://support.oracle.com
https://support.oracle.com
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How to Configure the Block Storage Node

This procedure describes a typical configuration of a block storage. For other options to
configure the storage component, see Chapter 6, “Options for Cinder Configuration and
Deployment”.

1. Configure the NTP client.
See “Configuring the NTP Client” on page 30.

2. Configure Cinder by either uncommenting or setting the parameters in the /etc/
cinder/cinder.conf file.

[DEFAULT]

san_is_local=true

volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.solaris.zfs.ZFSISCSIDriver

my_ip=$VOLUME_IP

rabbit_host=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

glance_host=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE

zfs_volume_base=cinder/cinder

[database]

connection = mysql://cinder:service-password@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE/cinder

[keystone_authtoken]

auth_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

identity_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:35357

admin_user = cinder

admin_password = service-password
admin_tenant_name = service

3. Set parameters in the /etc/cinder/api-paste.ini file.

[filter:authtoken]

admin_tenant_name = service

admin_user = cinder

admin_password = service-password

4. Grant the Cinder service access to the block storage or volume node.

a.    Access the Controller node.

b.    Issue the following command:

controller# mysql -u root -p
Enter password: MySQL-root-password
mysql> grant all privileges on cinder.* to 'cinder'@'$VOLUME_IP' identified by

 'service-password';
mysql> flush privileges
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mysql> quit

5. On the Storage node, start the Cinder services.

storage# svcadm enable -rs cinder-db cinder-volume:default cinder-volume:setup

storage# svcadm enable -rs iscsi/target

Configuring Swift Object Storage

Swift is the OpenStack object store project. It offers cloud storage software to enable you to
store and retrieve large data with a simple API. The service is ideal for storing unstructured data
that can grow without bounds.

For more information about Swift, refer to the Object Storage Chapter in the OpenStack
community's OpenStack Cloud Administrator Guide.

The OpenStack community documentation recommends a minimum of 6 nodes for a Swift
deployment in production mode. These nodes consist of a Swift proxy controller and 5 Swift
Storage nodes. This guide, however, describes a 3-node deployment to be consistent with the
3-node architecture on which the previous configuration procedures are based. You can add
Storage nodes later as needed.

How to Configure the Swift Proxy Controller
Service Node

This task assumes that you have already installed the OpenStack packages on the
node designated for Swift. See the install command to use in “Configuring the Storage
Node” on page 46.

1. Install the Swift packages.

proxy-node # pkg install swift swiftclient

2. Create ZFS datasets.

proxy-node # /usr/sbin/zfs create -o mountpoint=none rpool/export/swift

proxy-node # /usr/sbin/zfs create -o mountpoint=/srv rpool/export/swift/srv

proxy-node # /usr/sbin/zfs create -p rpool/export/swift/srv/node/disk0

proxy-node # /usr/bin/chown -R swift:swift /srv

3. Perform the following octal dumps.
Retain the values of the dumps. These two values are referred to as $OD_1 and $OPD_2 in
subsequent steps.

http://docs.openstack.org/admin-guide-cloud/content/index.html
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proxy-node # od -t x8 -N 8 -A n < /dev/random

proxy-node # od -t x8 -N 8 -A n < /dev/random

4. Edit the /etc/swift/swift.conf file with the following parameters.

[swift-hash]

swift_hash_path_suffix = $OD_1
swift_hash_path_prefix = $OD_2

5. Edit the /etc/swift/proxy-server.conf file with the following parameters.

[DEFAULT]

bind_port = 8080

[filter:tempauth]

use = egg:swift#tempauth

operator_roles = admin, swiftoperator 

[filter:authtoken]

auth_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_IP:5000/
identity_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_IP:35357
admin_tenant_name = service

admin_user = swift

admin_password = swiftpass

[filter:cache]

memcache_servers = $CONTROLLER_IP:11211

6. Enable the memcached daemon.

proxy-node # svcadm enable -rs memcached

7. Build the rings.

proxy-node # cd /etc/swift

proxy-node # swift-ring-builder account.builder create 18 3 1

proxy-node # swift-ring-builder container.builder create 18 3 1

proxy-node # swift-ring-builder object.builder create 18 3 1

proxy-node # swift-ring-builder account.builder add r1z1-$STORAGE_IP_1:6002/disk0 100
proxy-node # swift-ring-builder container.builder add r1z1-$STORAGE_IP_1:6001/disk0 100
proxy-node # swift-ring-builder object.builder add r1z1-$STORAGE_IP_1:6000/disk0 100
proxy-node # swift-ring-builder account.builder add r1z1-$STORAGE_IP_2:6002/disk0 100
proxy-node # swift-ring-builder container.builder add r1z1-$STORAGE_IP_2:6001/disk0 100
proxy-node # swift-ring-builder object.builder add r1z1-$STORAGE_IP_2:6000/disk0 100
proxy-node # swift-ring-builder account.builder rebalance

proxy-node # swift-ring-builder container.builder rebalance

proxy-node # swift-ring-builder object.builder rebalance

proxy-node # chown -R swift:swift /etc/swift

8. Enable the Swift service.
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proxy-node # svcadm enable swift-proxy-server

How to Configure an Object Storage Node

Repeat this procedure on each object Storage node you want to set up.

1. Install the Swift packages.

storage-node # pkg install swift swiftclient

2. Create ZFS datasets.

storage-node # /usr/sbin/zfs create -o mountpoint=none rpool/export/swift

storage-node # /usr/sbin/zfs create -o mountpoint=/srv rpool/export/swift/srv

storage-node # /usr/sbin/zfs create -p rpool/export/swift/srv/node/disk0

storage-node # /usr/bin/chown -R swift:swift /srv

3. Copy files from the proxy server node as follows:

a.    Copy the /etc/swift/swift.conf file from the proxy server node to current
node's /etc/swift directory.

b.    Copy the following files from the proxy server node to the current node's
/etc/swift directory.

■ account.ring.gz

■ container.ring.gz

■ object.ring.gz

4. Enable the Swift replicator service.

storage-node # svcadm enable swift-replicator-rsync

5. Set the ownership of the current node's /etc/swift directory.

storage-node # chown -R swift:swift /etc/swift

6. Enable all the Swift services.

storage-node # for x in `svcs -a -o SVC | fgrep swift |  \

   egrep "account|container|object" | sort` \

      do \

           echo Starting $x \

           svcadm enable $x \

      done
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7. On the Controller node, enable users to access and operate the Swift services.

a.    Set global shell variables for Swift.

controller# export OS_USERNAME=swift

controller# export OS_PASSWORD=service-password
controller# export OS_TENANT_NAME=service

controller# export OS_AUTH_URL=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

b.    Add the Keystone swiftoperator role.

controller# keystone role-create --name swiftoperator

c.    Assign the swiftoperator role to authorized users of the Swift services.

controller# keystone user-role-add --user user-name \
    --role swiftoperator --tenant tenant-id

Next Steps To enable users to use the cloud, complete the preparations described in Chapter 4, “Post
Installation and Configuration Tasks”.
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Post Installation and Configuration Tasks

This chapter describes procedures to complete the initial OpenStack installation and
configuration. The chapter covers the following topics:

■ “Preparing the External Network for OpenStack Projects” on page 53
■ “Preparing Images for the Glance Repository” on page 59

Preparing the External Network for OpenStack Projects

The external network provides the connection between private networks in the cloud and the
public network.

About the Provider Router

The router provides connectivity to project VM instances with wider networks. The router
is shared by all the project networks. Because there is only a single router, project networks
cannot use overlapping IP addresses.

The router performs bidirectional network address translation (NAT) on the interface that
connects the router to the external network. Projects can have as many floating IPs (public IPs)
as they need or as are allowed by the floating IP quota. These floating IPs are associated with
the VM instances that require outside connectivity.

Creating the router requires configuring the Neutron L3 agent. This agent automatically creates
one-to-one NAT mappings between addresses assigned to Nova instances and the floating IP
addresses. The L3 agent also enables communication between private networks.

By default, routing between private networks of the same project is disabled. To change
this behavior, set allow_forwarding_between_networks to True in the /etc/neutron/
l3_agent.ini configuration file. Restart the neutron-l3-agent SMF service after setting the
parameter.
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How to Configure the Router for the External Network

This procedure shows how to create the router for the external network. Part of the steps
requires editing a configuration file. Thus, using the terminal window for this procedure is more
convenient than the Horizon dashboard.

You perform the following steps on the node where the Neutron service is installed. This
document locates the service on the Controller node, based on the sample architecture described
in previous chapters.

Before You Begin Make sure that you have completed the configuration of Neutron as described in “How to
Install and Configure Neutron” on page 38.

1. Enable Solaris IP filter if it is disabled.

controller# svcadm enable -rs ipfilter

2. Enable IP forwarding if it is disabled on the host.

controller# ipadm set-prop -p forwarding=on ipv4

3. Set the global shell variables for Neutron.

controller# export OS_USERNAME=neutron

controller# export OS_PASSWORD=service-password
controller# export OS_TENANT_NAME=service

controller# export OS_AUTH_URL=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

4. Create the provider router.

controller# neutron router-create router-name

The command displays the router name with a corresponding ID. Use this ID to update the
configuration file in the next step.

5. In the /etc/neutron/l3_agent.ini file, set the value of router_id to the router ID
from the previous step.

6. Enable the neutron-l3-agent SMF service.

controller# svcadm enable neutron-l3-agent

7. (Optional) Display information about the router.
After you add the external network to the router, more information is added about the router.

controller# neutron router-show router-name
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Example   1 Creating the Router

This example shows how to create the router for the external network.

controller# svcadm enable -rs ipfilter

controller# ipadm set-prop -p forwarding=on ipv4

controller# export OS_USERNAME=neutron

controller# export OS_PASSWORD=service-password
controller# export OS_TENANT_NAME=service

controller# export OS_AUTH_URL=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

controller# neutron router-create ext-router
Created a new router:

+-----------------------+--------------------------------------+

| Field                 | Value                                |

+-----------------------+--------------------------------------+

| admin_state_up        | True                                 |

| external_gateway_info |                                      |

| id                    | f89b24ed-42dd-48b0-8f4b-fd41887a3370 |

| name                  | ext-router                           |

| status                | ACTIVE                               |

| tenant_id             | 7d1caf0854b24becb28df5c5cabf72cc     |

+-----------------------+--------------------------------------+

At this point, you update router_id in the /etc/neutron/l3_agent.ini file.

router_id = f89b24ed-42dd-48b0-8f4b-fd41887a3370

Then, you enable the L3 agent service.

controller# svcadm enable neutron-l3-agent

Creating the External Network

After creating the router, you configure the external network next. Through the external
network's gateway, users in the cloud's internal networks can connect to the Internet.

The following figure shows how a single router supports network communications of the cloud
projects.
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FIGURE   4 Provider Router with Private Networks Model

The figure shows the following:

■ Two projects (Tenant A and Tenant B)
■ Four VMs (VM1, VM2, VM3, and VM4)
■ Four subnets (HR, ENG, IT, and ACCT)
■ Router
■ External network

When you provide an internal network access to the external network, the VM's IP address is
mapped to one of the floating addresses that you assign to the external network.

How to Create the External Network

This procedure shows how to create a virtual network that represents an external network. This
virtual network does not use DHCP. Instead, floating IP addresses are created and assigned to
projects and used by Nova VM instances under those projects. These steps create a VLAN type
of network, but the procedure applies for creating other network types, such as a flat network.

You can create the external network independently of creating internal networks.

Before You Begin Complete the configuration of the elastic virtual switch. For more information, see “How to
Install and Configure Neutron” on page 38, particularly the steps for configuring EVS.
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1. Set the global shell variables for Neutron.

controller# export OS_USERNAME=neutron

controller# export OS_PASSWORD=service-password
controller# export OS_TENANT_NAME=service

controller# export OS_AUTH_URL=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

2. (Optional) Obtain the VLAN range.

controller# evsadm show-controlprop -p vlan-range

3. Create an external network.

controller# neutron net-create --provider:network_type=vlan \

--provider:segmentation_id=VLAN-nbr \
--router:external=true network-name

where the value for segmentation_id is typically 1, the first number of the VLAN range you
defined during the EVS configuration.

Note - If you are creating a flat network, you do not need to specify a segmentation ID.

4. Create the subnet of the external network.
The allocation pool consists of a range of floating IP addresses that is assigned to the subnet.

controller# neutron subnet-create --name subnet-name --disable-dhcp \
   --allocation-pool start=start-IP,end=end-IP \
   network-name subnet-IP

5. Add the external network to the router.

controller# neutron router-gateway-set router-name ext-network-id

Note - By default, SNAT is enabled when you issue this command. With SNAT enabled, the
VMs in the private network can access the external network. However, the instances themselves
are inaccessible from outside of the cloud. To disable SNAT, specify the --disable-snat
option with the neutron router-gateway-set subcommand.

6. (Optional) Display information about the router.

controller# neutron router-show router-name

Example   2 Creating the External Network

This example shows how to create the external network to prepare it for use by internal
networks in the cloud.
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To create a flat network, see also the example provided in Section 2 of https://blogs.oracle.
com/openstack/tags/juno.

controller# export OS_USERNAME=neutron

controller# export OS_PASSWORD=service-password
controller# export OS_TENANT_NAME=service

controller# export OS_AUTH_URL=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

controller# evsadm show-controlprop -p vlan-range
PROPERTY          PERM VALUE       DEFAULT   HOST

vlan-range        rw   1,200-300   --        --

controller# neutron net-create --router:external=True \

--provider:network_type=vlan --provider:segmentation_id=1 ext-network
Created a new network:

+--------------------------+--------------------------------------+

| Field                    | Value                                |

+--------------------------+--------------------------------------+

| admin_state_up           | True                                 |

| id                       | 08cf49c8-f28f-49c1-933d-bdb1017e0294 |

| name                     | ext-network                          |

| provider:network_type    | vlan                                 |

| provider:segmentation_id | 1                                    |

| router:external          | True                                 |

| shared                   | False                                |

| status                   | ACTIVE                               |

| subnets                  |                                      |

| tenant_id                | 7d1caf0854b24becb28df5c5cabf72cc     |

+--------------------------+--------------------------------------+

controller# neutron subnet-create --name ext-subnet --disable-dhcp \

   --allocation-pool start=10.134.13.8,end=10.134.13.254 \

   ext_network 10.134.13.0/24
Created a new subnet:

+-------------------+---------------------------------------------------+

| Field             | Value                                             |

+-------------------+---------------------------------------------------+

| allocation_pools  | {"start": "10.134.13.8", "end": "10.134.13.254"}  |

| cidr              | 10.134.13.0/24                                    |

| dns_nameservers   |                                                   |

| enable_dhcp       | False                                             |

| gateway_ip        | 10.134.13.1                                       |

| host_routes       |                                                   |

| id                | fce503ff-f483-4024-b122-f2524e3edae1              |

| ip_version        | 4                                                 |

| ipv6_address_mode |                                                   |

| ipv6_ra_mode      |                                                   |

| name              | ext-subnet                                        |

| network_id        | 08cf49c8-f28f-49c1-933d-bdb1017e0294              |

| tenant_id         | 7d1caf0854b24becb28df5c5cabf72cc                  |

+-------------------+---------------------------------------------------+

controller# neutron router-gateway-set ext-router 08cf49c8-f28f-49c1-933d-bdb1017e0294

https://blogs.oracle.com/openstack/tags/juno
https://blogs.oracle.com/openstack/tags/juno
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Set gateway for router ext-router

controller# neutron router-show ext-router
+-----------------------+-------------------------------------------------------+

| Field                 | Value                                                 |

+-----------------------+-------------------------------------------------------+

| admin_state_up        | True                                                  |

| external_gateway_info | {"network_id": "08cf49c8-f28f-49c1-933d-bdb1017e0294",|

|                       | "enable_snat": true,                                  |

|                       | "external_fixed_ips":                                 |

|                       |[{"subnet_id": "fce503ff-f483-4024-b122-f2524e3edae1", |

|                       |"ip_address": "10.134.13.8"}]} |                       |

| id                    | f89b24ed-42dd-48b0-8f4b-fd41887a3370                  |

| name                  | ext-router                                            |

| status                | ACTIVE                                                |

| tenant_id             | 7d1caf0854b24becb28df5c5cabf72cc                      |

+-----------------------+-------------------------------------------------------+

See Also ■ “Known Limitations” on page 114.

Preparing Images for the Glance Repository

An image is the foundation of VM instances in the cloud. An image is a single file that contains
a virtual disk with a bootable operating system installed on it. The image provides a template
for the creation of one or more VMs. Thus, to provision a VM on the cloud, you must first
create an image.

Glance, the OpenStack image service, provides storage, discovery, registration, and delivery
services for disk and server images. A registry server is an image service that provides image
metadata information to clients. The image cache is used by the image service to obtain images
on the local host rather than re-downloading them from the image server each time an image is
requested.

You can upload multiple images to the Glance repository. As a best practice, upload images of
different system types that you would deploy on the cloud. For example, create archived images
of non-global zones, kernel zones, and global zones. Then you can deploy a VM of one of these
types quickly by selecting the appropriate template.

Note - If you followed Chapter 2, “Installing OpenStack on a Single Node”, the procedures
automatically created two images. This current chapter assumes a multinode configuration
where no preconfigured images exist.
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Creating Images

To create OpenStack images in Oracle Solaris, you use the Unified Archives feature. With the
archiveadm command, you can create new Unified Archives (UAs) from global, non-global,
and kernel zones.

The UA can be either a clone archive or a recovery archive. A clone archive is based on
the currently active boot environment. This archive does not include any of the system
configuration information from the OS instance such as inactive BEs. Instead, the installers
force the reconfiguration or use configuration information that you provide in a system
configuration (SC) profile. A recovery archive includes all boot environments and system
configuration information. Thus, if you want to include all of the system's information in a
UA, create a recovery archive. For more information about UAs, see the appropriate Using
Unified Archives for System Recovery and Cloning in Oracle Solaris book in your Oracle
Solaris version's library..

Later, when your configuration is fully operational, you can also create an image by creating
a snapshot of an existing VM instance. For this case, the VM instance is already in the cloud.
Thus, the command to use is nova image-create instead of archiveadm. The nova command
takes a snapshot of a running VM instance to create the image.

You can also use custom images for data backups or to rescue a VM instance. A rescue image
is a special type of image that is booted when a VM instance is placed into rescue mode. A
rescue image enables an administrator to mount the file systems for the VM instance to correct
the problem.

In Oracle Solaris, you create an OpenStack image in three phases:

1. Create the zone.
2. Create the UA of the zone.
3. Upload the UA to Glance.

These phases are combined in the following procedure.

How to Create an Image for OpenStack

Except for the command syntax to create the zone, all the rest of the steps can be used for the
creation and uploading of images of both non-global zones and kernel zones.

The step for the creation of zones provides only the basic commands. For complete instructions
in creating zones, refer to the zones documentation in your Oracle Solaris version's library.

1. On any system, create, and then log in to the zone.
After logging in, provide the information as prompted.

http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
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global# zonecfg -z zone-name create
global# zoneadm -z zone-name install
global# zoneadm -z zone-name boot
global# zlogin -C zone-name

Note - This step can take a while to complete.

2. Enable root SSH for OpenStack root login access.

global# zlogin zone-name
root@zone-name# sed /^PermitRootLogin/s/no$/without-password/ < /etc/ssh/sshd_config
 > /system/volatile/sed.$$

root@zone-name# cp /etc/ssh/sshd_config /etc/ssh/sshd_config.orig
root@zone-name# cp /system/volatile/sed.$$ /etc/ssh/sshd_config
root@zone-name# exit

3. Create the UA for the zone.

global# archiveadm create -z zone-name /var/tmp/archive-name.uar

4. Transfer the UA to the system where Glance is installed.
This document assumes Glance is on the Controller node.

5. Set the global shell variables for Glance.

controller# export OS_USERNAME=glance

controller# export OS_PASSWORD=service-password
controller# export OS_TENANT_NAME=service

controller# export OS_AUTH_URL=$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

6. Upload the UA to the Glance repository.

controller# glance image-create --container-format bare --disk-format raw \

   --is-public true --name "image-name" \
   --property architecture=system-arch --property hypervisor_type=solariszones \
   --property vm_mode=solariszones < path-to-archive-file

where system-arch refers to the system's architecture and which can be either x86_64 or
sparc64.

Displaying Information About Images

To display image information, you can use either the nova command or the glance command.

$ nova image-list
+--------------------------------------+-------------------------+--------+--------+
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| ID                                   | Name                    | Status | Server |

+--------------------------------------+-------------------------+--------+--------+

| 4dfbfd4f-2de5-4251-832c-e35a4a4145ee | Solaris Non-global Zone | ACTIVE |        |

+--------------------------------------+-------------------------+--------+--------+

The glance image-list command displays additional information, such as the disk format,
container format, and size of the different images.

The nova image-show and glance image-show commands display information about specific
image. Each command generates different output about the image.

$ nova image-show 'Solaris Non-global Zone'
+--------------------------+--------------------------------------+

| Property                 | Value                                |

| OS-EXT-IMG-SIZE:size     | 845025280                            |

| created                  | 2015-11-19T14:46:38Z                 |

| id                       | 4dfbfd4f-2de5-4251-832c-e35a4a4145ee |

| metadata architecture    | x86_64                               |

| metadata hypervisor_type | solariszones                         |

| metadata vm_mode         | solariszones                         |

| minDisk                  | 0                                    |

| minRam                   | 0                                    |

| name                     | Solaris Non-global Zone              |

| progress                 | 100                                  |

| status                   | ACTIVE                               |

| updated                  | 2015-11-19T14:46:42Z                 |

+--------------------------+--------------------------------------+

$ glance image-show 'Solaris Non-global Zone'
+----------------------------+--------------------------------------+

| Property                   | Value                                |

+----------------------------+--------------------------------------+

| Property 'architecture'    | x86_64                               |

| Property 'hypervisor_type' | solariszones                         |

| Property 'vm_mode'         | solariszones                         |

| checksum                   | ba9b9eeddb467833d725c8750a46e004     |

| container_format           | bare                                 |

| created_at                 | 2015-11-19T14:46:38                  |

| deleted                    | False                                |

| disk_format                | raw                                  |

| id                         | 4dfbfd4f-2de5-4251-832c-e35a4a4145ee |

| is_public                  | True                                 |

| min_disk                   | 0                                    |

| min_ram                    | 0                                    |

| name                       | Solaris Non-global Zone              |

| owner                      | 7d1caf0854b24becb28df5c5cabf72cc     |

| protected                  | False                                |

| size                       | 845025280                            |

| status                     | active                               |

| updated_at                 | 2015-11-19T14:46:42                  |

+----------------------------+--------------------------------------+

Note - You can obtain the same image information from the Horizon dashboard.
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Using a Glance Image Creation Script

The glance image-create command can upload the image and set all property values at once.
The following script shows how to make sure you upload the image with the architecture
property set to the architecture of the current host:

#!/bin/ksh

# Upload Unified Archive image to glance with proper Solaris decorations

arch=$(archiveadm info -p $1|grep ^archive|cut -d '|' -f 4)

if [[ "$arch" == "i386" ]]; then

        imgarch=x86_64

else

        imgarch=sparc64

fi

name=$(basename $1 .uar)

export OS_USERNAME=glance

export OS_PASSWORD=glance

export OS_TENANT_NAME=service

export OS_AUTH_URL=http://controller-name:5000/v2.0

glance image-create --name $name --container-format bare --disk-format raw --owner service

--file $1 --is-public True --property architecture=$imgarch --property

 hypervisor_type=solariszones

--property vm_mode=solariszones --progress
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Managing the Cloud

This chapter describes how to perform different administrative tasks on the cloud. You can use
the dashboard or command lines for these tasks. On the dashboard, tasks under the Project tab
require only the member role while tasks under the Admin tab require administrative privileges.
To perform all the tasks for a project in a single log in session on the dashboard, you should
have both member and admin role for that project.

The chapter covers the following topics:

■ “Creating Projects and Users” on page 65
■ “Creating Internal Networks for Projects” on page 68
■ “Creating and Booting a VM Instance” on page 73
■ “Managing Flavors” on page 78
■ “Managing VM Instances” on page 82

Creating Projects and Users

Your first OpenStack log in as user admin brings you to the landing page of the demo project.
From this project, you can proceed to create other projects.

How to Create a Project and Assign Users

Use this procedure to create new projects or tenants and populate them with new users.

1. On your browser, log in as the cloud administrator on the URL similar to the
following link:

http://system/horizon/

The demo project landing page is displayed.

For a brief overview about the dashboard, see “Exploring the Dashboard” on page 20
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2. On the left panel, choose the Identity > Projects tab.
The default projects demo and service are displayed.

3. Click Create Project.

4. On the Project Information tab, specify the name of the project and the project's
description.
After its creation, the new project is added to the list of projects.

5. Choose the Identity > Users tab.
The default users for demo and service are displayed.

6. Click Create User.

7. Provide the required information on the appropriate fields.

a.    Specify the new user name and the assigned password.

b.    From the Primary Project drop down list, choose the project to which the
new user would belong.

c.    (Optional) From the Role drop down list, choose the role for the project user.
By default, a new user of a project has a member role.

How to Populate a Project With Existing Users

Use this procedure to add existing users to a newly created project.

1. On the left panel of the default screen, choose the Identity > Projects tab.

2. Click Modify Users for the project to which you want to add existing users.
The Edit Project dialog box is displayed.

3. Under the All Users list, click the plus (+) sign to the right of the user name that
you want to add to the project.
By default, the added user has a member role on that project.
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Note - Do not add these users of the service project to other projects:

■ glance
■ cinder
■ swift
■ neutron
■ nova
■ ec2

4. (Optional) To modify the role of any user of the project, perform the following
steps:

a.    From the list of project members, open the drop down list for the user whose
role you want to change.

b.    Select the new role you want to assign the user.
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In this sample figure, the Project Members of the current project are a1user and admin.
The admin user is granted administrative privileges to the project. You can assign both the
member and admin roles to a user.

Creating Internal Networks for Projects
A project can have multiple internal networks, each to serve a corresponding virtual machine
instance. By default, user communication is limited only within the network. Your site must
have an operational network before you can configure the cloud networks.

How to Configure a Network for a Project
To create internal networks for a project, you should be at least a member of the project. You do
not need administrative privileges to perform this procedure.

By default, this network does not have any access to the external network. To connect the
internal network to the public network, see “How to Provide External Connectivity to Internal
Networks” on page 71.
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1. On your browser, log in to the Horizon dashboard using the URL similar to the
following address:

http://system/horizon/

2. Ensure that you are logged in to the correct project by checking the project
name on the upper right corner of the default screen.
The following example shows TenantA is selected out of two available projects. User admin is
currently logged in.

3. On the left panel, select the Project > Network > Networks tab, then click Create
Network.
The Create Network dialog box is displayed.

4. Click through each tab to provide the information as needed.
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Note - Clicking Next displays the screen for each tab.

Each tab prompts you for the following information:

■ Network Tab
■ Network Name
■ Admin State – accept the default value.

■ Subnet Tab
■ Subnet Name
■ Network Address
■ IP Version
■ Gateway IP – leave blank to accept the default value.

■ Subnet Detail Tab
■ Use DHCP – deselect if not using DHCP.
■ Allocation Pools
■ DNS Server Names
■ Host Routes

After you provide the information and click the Create button, the Networks screen displays the
networks and their associated subnets similar to the following example:
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How to Associate a Floating IP Address with a
Project

Part of the configuration of the network is the creation of floating IP addresses. See “How
to Create the External Network” on page 56. Use this procedure to allocate some of those IP
addresses to a project.

1. On the left panel, select the Project > Compute > Access & Security tab.

2. Click the Floating IPs tab.

3. Click the Allocate IP To Project button.
The Allocate Floating IP dialog box opens.

4. From the drop-down menu, select a pool from which to allocate the floating IP.

5. Click the Allocate IP button in the dialog.
An IP address is added to the Floating IPs list. You can allocate as many IPs as you want or as
allowed by the quota.

How to Provide External Connectivity to Internal
Networks

Use this procedure to enable an internal network to access the wider public network.
This procedure assumes that internal networks already exist for specific projects. To
create a project internal network using the dashboard, see “Creating Internal Networks for
Projects” on page 68.

Before You Begin Before you proceed, obtain the subnet name that needs public access.

1. Set the global shell variables for Neutron.

controller# export OS_USERNAME=neutron

controller# export OS_PASSWORD=service-password
controller# export OS_TENANT_NAME=service

controller# export OS_AUTH_URL=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

2. Identify the ID of the subnet that requires external access.

controller# neutron subnet-list | grep subnet-name

3. (Optional) Obtain the name of the router.

controller# neutron router-list
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4. Add the subnet's ID as an interface to the router.

controller# neutron router-interface-add router-name subnetID

Example   3 Connecting an Internal Network to the External Network

This example uses the HR internal network that was created in “How to Configure a Network
for a Project” on page 68. The HR network, whose subnet is HR_Subnet, requires access to
the public network.

controller# neutron subnet-list | grep HR_Subnet
| b6feff42-36aa-4235- | HR_Subnet  | 10.132.20.0/24 | {"start": "10.132.20.2", |

|   9fe0-ac5de6b43af3 |            |                |  "end": "10.132.20.254"} |

controller# neutron router-list
+---------------------  +------------+--------------------------------+

| id                    | name       | external_gateway_info          |

+---------------------  +------------+--------------------------------+

| f89b24ed-42dd-48b0-   | ext-router | {"network_id": "6c4c1823-a203- |

|    8f4b-fd41887a3370  |            |    43b1-9674-ddb5ff4185fc",    |

|                       |            | "enable_snat": true,           |

|                       |            | "external_fixed_ips":          |

|                       |            | [{"subnet_id": "83d9b40f-cc61- |

|                       |            |    4696-b22e-b4cbc2aa3872",    |

|                       |            | "ip_address": "10.132.10.8"}]} |

+----------  -----------+------------+--------------------------------+

controller# neutron router-interface-add ext-router b6feff42-36aa-4235-9fe0-ac5de6b43af3
Added interface b6feff42-36aa-4235-9fe0-ac5de6b43af3 to router ext-router.

Displaying L3 Agent Configuration Information

You can use IP filter commands such as ipf, ippool, and ipnat and networking commands
such as dladm and ipadm to observe and troubleshoot the configuration done by neturon-l3-
agent.

■ To list VNICs created by neutron-l3-agent:

network# dladm show-vnic

LINK                OVER         SPEED  MACADDRESS        MACADDRTYPE VIDS

l3i7843841e_0_0     net1         1000   2:8:20:42:ed:22   fixed       200

l3i89289b8e_0_0     net1         1000   2:8:20:7d:87:12   fixed       201

l3ed527f842_0_0     net0         100    2:8:20:9:98:3e    fixed       0

■ To show IP addresses created by neutron-l3-agent:

network# ipadm

NAME                  CLASS/TYPE STATE   UNDER      ADDR
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l3ed527f842_0_0       ip         ok      --         --

  l3ed527f842_0_0/v4  static     ok      --         10.134.13.8/24

  l3ed527f842_0_0/v4a static     ok      --         10.134.13.9/32

l3i7843841e_0_0       ip         ok      --         --

  l3i7843841e_0_0/v4  static     ok      --         192.168.100.1/24

l3i89289b8e_0_0       ip         ok      --         --

  l3i89289b8e_0_0/v4  static     ok      --         192.168.101.1/24

■ To display IP filter rules:

network# ipfstat -io

empty list for ipfilter(out)

block in quick on l3i7843841e_0_0 from 192.168.100.0/24 to pool/4386082

block in quick on l3i89289b8e_0_0 from 192.168.101.0/24 to pool/8226578

network# ippool -l

table role = ipf type = tree number = 8226578

{ 192.168.100.0/24; };

table role = ipf type = tree number = 4386082

{ 192.168.101.0/24; };

■ To display IP NAT rules:

network# ipnat -l

List of active MAP/Redirect filters:

bimap l3ed527f842_0_0 192.168.101.3/32 -> 10.134.13.9/32

List of active sessions:

BIMAP 192.168.101.3  22  <- -> 10.134.13.9  22 [10.132.146.13 36405]

Creating and Booting a VM Instance

To perform the procedures in this section, at a minimum you must be a valid member of the
project. You do not need administrative privileges.

How to Create an SSH Key Pair
1. On your browser, log in to the Horizon dashboard using the URL similar to the

following address:

http://system/horizon/

2. Ensure that you are logged in to the correct project by checking the project
name on the upper right corner of the default screen.

3. On the left panel, click the Project > Compute > Access & Security tab.
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4. On the Key Pairs tab, determine whether to create a key pair or import a key pair.

■ Create a key pair.

a.    Click the Create Key Pair button.

b.    Specify a name on the Key Pair Name field.

c.    Click the Create Key Pair button.
The new key pair is downloaded automatically. If not, click the provided link to
download the key pair.

The new key pair is listed in the Key Pairs tab of the Access & Security panel.

■ Import a key pair.

a.    Click the Import Key pair button.

b.    Specify a name on the Key Pair Name field.

c.    From a terminal window, copy the contents of the root user's .ssh/
id_rsa.pub file and paste it on the Public Key field.

d.    Click the Import Key Pair button.
The new key pair is listed in the Key Pairs tab of the Access & Security panel.

How to Create a VM Instance
Before You Begin Make sure you have an SSH key pair. See “How to Create an SSH Key Pair” on page 73.

Make sure you have an internal network defined. See “Creating Internal Networks for
Projects” on page 68.

1. On your browser, log in to the Horizon dashboard using the URL similar to the
following address:

http://system/horizon/

2. Ensure that you are logged in to the correct project by checking the project
name on the upper right corner of the default screen.

3. On the left panel, click the Project > Compute > Instances tab, then click Launch
Instance.
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The following Launch Instance dialog box is displayed.

4. Provide the information as prompted in each tab.
Specify the information for the following fields:

■ Details Tab
■ Instance Name
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■ Flavor – from the drop down list, select the appropriate flavor. If this OpenStack system
is a kernel zone and not a bare-metal system, then you must select a non-global zone
flavor.

■ Instance Boot Source - from the drop down list, select Boot from image. Then select the
image name you want to use. If this OpenStack system is a kernel zone and not a bare-
metal system, then you must select a non-global zone image.
The flavor and the image type must match. For example, if the image is of a non-global
zone, then the flavor must also be a non-global zone.

■ Access and Security Tab – select the keypair to use.
■ Networking Tab – from the available networks, select the network to which to attach the

new VM.

5. Click the Launch button at the bottom of the dialog box.
The new VM instance is created, installed, and booted.

This step takes a while to complete.

6. Associate a floating IP address with the new VM instance.
You can do these steps while the new VM instance is installing. The VM instance must have an
associated floating IP address so that users can log into it.

a.    From the drop down list in the Actions column, select Associate Floating IP.
The Manage Floating IP Associations dialog opens.

b.    Select an address from the IP Address drop-down menu.
If no IP addresses are available, click the + button. See “How to Associate a Floating IP
Address with a Project” on page 71.

c.    Select the port that corresponds to the VM you created.

d.    Click the Associate button at the bottom of the dialog box.

Next Steps ■ Click Instances and click the name of the instance to view detailed information about the
instance and view the console log of the instance. Reload the page to view log updates.

■ Click Volumes to view Cinder volumes that have been created.
■ Click Network Topology to view a representation of the cloud network including all subnet

segments, virtual routers, and active instances.
■ Click Images & Snapshots to view the Unified Archives that have been uploaded into the

Glance image store.
■ When the new VM instance has finished installing and reached the Active status, log in to

the instance. The following command logs in to the zone as root using the keypair and the
floating IP address:
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# ssh root@floating-ip-address

How to Add Users to the VM Instance

In Oracle Solaris, the VM instance uses the Oracle Solaris zones technology to enable you to
provision virtual machines in the cloud. To add users to the VM instance, you need to issue
commands as a zone administrator. The steps are not supported in the dashboard. Therefore,
you need to access a terminal window.

Before You Begin Obtain the external network floating IP address to which the VM instance is associated by
clicking the dashboard's Admin > System > Instances tab.

1. On a terminal window, list the VM instances.

# zoneadm list -cv

Names of VMs in the cloud have the prefix instance.

2. Log in to the specific zone.

# zlogin zonename

3. Create a home directory for the user.

root@zone# mkdir -p /export/home/username

4. Create the user.

root@zone# useradd -d home-dir options

where home-dir is the directory you created for the user. For other options that you can use with
the useradd command, see the useradd(1M) man page.

5. To create the user password, issue this command and then follow the prompts.

root@zone# passwd username

6. (Optional) Verify that the password is created.

root@zone# grep username /etc/passwd

7. To create the root password, issue this command and then follow the prompts.

zone# passwd root

8. Exit the zone and then log out.

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E53394&id=REFMAN1Museradd-1m
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9. Log in with Secure Shell to the virtual machine.

# ssh username@floating-IP

where floating-IP is the VM's associated floating IP address.

Example   4 Adding a User to a VM Instance

In this example, username jsmith is added as a user of VM1.

# zoneadm list -cv
 ID NAME              STATUS     PATH                            BRAND    IP

  0 global            running    /                               solaris  shared

  6 instance-00000006 running    /system/zones/instance-00000006 solaris  excl

  - myzone            installed  /system/zones/myzone            solaris  excl

# zlogin instance-00000006
[Connected to zone 'instance-00000006' pts/3]

Last login: Wed Jan  6 14:31:18 2016 on pts/2

Oracle Corporation      SunOS 5.11      11.3    September 2015

root@VM1# mkdir -p /export/home/jsmith

root@VM1# useradd -d /export/home/jsmith -m -s /usr/bin/bash jsmith 

User jsmith is created with bash as the default shell.

root@VM1# passwd jsmith
New Password: password
Re-enter new Password: password
passwd: password successfully changed for jsmith

root@VM1# passwd root
New Password: password
Re-enter new Password: password
passwd: password successfully changed for root

root@VM1# exit
logout

[Connection to zone 'instance-00000006' pts/3 closed]

# ssh jsmith@10.132.10.9

Managing Flavors

A flavor is a VM instance type, or virtual hardware template. A flavor specifies a set of virtual
machine resources such as the number of virtual CPUs, the amount of memory, and the disk
space assigned to a VM instance. On Oracle Solaris, the flavor also includes the brand of the
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underlying zone: solaris for non-global zones and solaris-kz for kernel zones. An example
of an instance flavor is a kernel zone with 16 virtual CPUs and 16384 MB of RAM.

For general information about flavors, see the “Flavors” section in the OpenStack Cloud
Administrator Guide.

Displaying Information About Flavors

When you are logged in to the dashboard as a cloud administrator, you can view the available
flavors from the Admin > System > Flavors tab.

FIGURE   5 Flavors in Oracle Solaris for Oracle OpenStack

For information about these columns, see the OpenStack Command-Line Interface Reference.

Modifying Flavor Specifications

Under the Actions column for each flavor, clicking one of the first three options displays that
flavor's properties as well as enables you to modify the properties. Three actions are available:

■ Edit Flavor displays information about the flavor and the properties that can be modified.
With the Flavor Access tab, you can restrict which project can access the flavor. The default
setting is none, which means that the flavor is public and all projects can access it.

http://docs.openstack.org/admin-guide-cloud/content/customize-flavors.html
http://docs.openstack.org/cli-reference/content/novaclient_commands.html#novaclient_subcommand_flavor-create
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■ Modify Access directly opens the flavor's Flavor Access tab so you can modify the access
setting.

■ Update Metadata enables you to modify the flavor's metadata.

Not all flavor modifications can be performed on the dashboard. For example, the keys of the
extra_specs property can only be revised with the command line. The property's keys refer to
a set of zone properties that are typically configured with the zonecfg command and which are
supported in OpenStack.

The following keys are supported in both kernel zones and non-global zone flavors:

■ zonecfg:bootargs

■ zonecfg:brand

■ zonecfg:hostid

■ zonecfg:cpu-arch

The following keys are supported only in non-global zone flavors:

■ zonecfg:file-mac-profile

■ zonecfg:fs-allowed

■ zonecfg:limitpriv

For a description of these zone configuration properties, see the zonecfg(1M) man page.

Note - Not all zone configuration properties are supported in OpenStack.

The sc_profile key is also modifiable only from the command line. You use this key to
specify a system configuration profile for the flavor.

To modify a flavor from the command line, use the following syntax:

nova flavor-key flavor action key=value [key=value ...]

flavor The name or ID of the flavor.

action set or unset

key=value The key is the name of the spec. The value is the new value for that spec.
If the action is unset, specify only the key.

For example, to set a specific system configuration file for the eighth flavor in the flavor list
(Oracle Solaris kernel zone - large), you would issue the following command:

$ nova flavor-key 4 set sc_profile=/system/volatile/profile/sc_profile.xml

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E53394&id=REFMAN1Mzonecfg-1m
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For information about deleting and creating flavors, see the OpenStack Admin User Guide.

How to Modify a Flavor's extra_specs Property

1. Set the global shell variables for Neutron.

controller# export OS_USERNAME=nova

controller# export OS_PASSWORD=service-password
controller# export OS_TENANT_NAME=service

controller# export OS_AUTH_URL=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

2. Display the available flavors.

controller# nova flavor-list

3. Note the ID of the flavor you are modifying.

4. Modify that flavor's extra_specs's key.

controller# nova flavor-key flavor action es-key=value

where es-key refers to the specific key of the extra_specs property.

5. (Optional) Display the properties of the flavor.

Example   5 Changing the zonecfg:bootargs Key

This example shows how to modify the zonecfg:bootargs key of the Oracle Solaris non-
global zone - medium flavor, whose ID is 8.

To conserve space, the RTX_Factor and Is_Public columns are elided from the following nova
flavor-list sample output.

controller# nova flavor-list
+----+-----------------------------------------+-----------+------+-----------+------+-------+

| ID | Name                                    | Memory_MB | Disk | Ephemeral | Swap | VCPUs |

+----+-----------------------------------------+-----------+------+-----------+------+-------+

| 1  | Oracle Solaris kernel zone - tiny       | 2048      | 10   | 0         |      | 1     |

| 10 | Oracle Solaris non-global zone - xlarge | 16384     | 80   | 0         |      | 32    |

| 2  | Oracle Solaris kernel zone - small      | 4096      | 20   | 0         |      | 4     |

| 3  | Oracle Solaris kernel zone - medium     | 8192      | 40   | 0         |      | 8     |

| 4  | Oracle Solaris kernel zone - large      | 16384     | 40   | 0         |      | 16    |

| 5  | Oracle Solaris kernel zone - xlarge     | 32768     | 80   | 0         |      | 32    |

| 6  | Oracle Solaris non-global zone - tiny   | 2048      | 10   | 0         |      | 1     |

| 7  | Oracle Solaris non-global zone - small  | 3072      | 20   | 0         |      | 4     |

| 8  | Oracle Solaris non-global zone - medium | 4096      | 40   | 0         |      | 8     |

| 9  | Oracle Solaris non-global zone - large  | 8192      | 40   | 0         |      | 16    |

http://docs.openstack.org/user-guide-admin/content/index.html
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+----+-----------------------------------------+-----------+------+-----------+------+-------+

controller# nova flavor-key 8 set zonecfg:bootargs=-v

controller# nova flavor-show 8

+----------------------------+-----------------------------------------+

| Property                   | Value                                   |

+----------------------------+-----------------------------------------+

| OS-FLV-DISABLED:disabled   | False                                   |

| OS-FLV-EXT-DATA:ephemeral  | 0                                       |

| disk                       | 40                                      |

| extra_specs                | {"zonecfg:brand": "solaris"}            |

|                            |    u'zonecfg:bootargs': u'-v'}          | bootargs modified
| id                         | 8                                       |

| name                       | Oracle Solaris non-global zone - medium |

| os-flavor-access:is_public | True                                    |

| ram                        | 4096                                    |

| rxtx_factor                | 1.0                                     |

| swap                       |                                         |

| vcpus                      | 8                                       |

+----------------------------+-----------------------------------------+

Managing VM Instances

This section describes how to modify VM instances that you have created on the cloud. It
covers the following topics:

■ “Migrating and Evacuating VM Instances” on page 82.
■ “Resizing a VM Instance” on page 84.

Migrating and Evacuating VM Instances

In Oracle OpenStack for Oracle Solaris, VM instances are kernel or non-global zones, which
are scalable high density virtual environments of Oracle Solaris.

For more information about zone live migration, see Creating and Using Oracle Solaris Kernel
Zones about migrating kernel zones. This book is in your Oracle Solaris version's library in
Operating Systems Documentation. Refer also to the zoneadm(1M) and solaris-kz(5)man
pages.

For node migration to succeed, you must ensure that the SSH key of each compute node
is added to the authorized keys file of each node. Thus, the nodes share identical files of
authorized keys, as illustrated in the following figure:

http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E53394&id=REFMAN1Mzoneadm-1m
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E53394&id=REFMAN5solaris-kz-5
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Prepare for VM instance migration by completing the following steps:

1. On each node, create an SSH key.

# su - nova -c "ssh-keygen -N '' -f /var/user/nova/.ssh/id_rsa -t rsa"

2. Bring all the key files from the different nodes into a common location in one of the nodes.
3. Combine all the keys into the authorized_keys file.

For example:

# cat nova(1)/id_rsa.pub nova(n)/id_rsa.pub >> /var/user/nova/.ssh/authorized_keys

where nova(1) through nova(n) represent the SSH keys of the participating nodes.
4. Distribute the authorized_keys file to the /var/user/nova/.ssh directories of all the

other participating nodes.
5. As an option, specify the cipher to use during migration on the live_migration_cipher

parameter in the /etc/nova/nova.conf file of each compute node.
However, if you prefer the process to automatically select a suitable cipher, leave the
parameter unset.

To migrate an instance, use the following syntax after setting the global shell variables:
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To perform a live migration of a running server to a different machine, use the following syntax
after setting the global shell variables:

# nova live-migration server [host]

where server can either be the server's name or ID, and the optional host is the name of the
destination server.

If the node of the current instance fails, or if the Nova service itself becomes disabled for a
period of time, you can move the instance and rebuild it on another node by using the nova
evacuate command. Thus, you are able to recover the node.

Note that you can only evacuate kernel zones. Evacuation is supported in configurations where
root devices are on shared storage.

To perform a live migration of all of the VM instances from one host to another, use the
following syntax after setting the global shell variables.

# nova host-evacuate-live [--target-host target] server

Resizing a VM Instance
The size of a VM is indicated by the flavor on whose basis the VM is launched. See “How to
Create a VM Instance” on page 74 for the steps to create a VM instance. The following
figure shows details about a sample VM hr_vm1 as displayed on the Horizon dashboard.

FIGURE   6 VM Instance Size

The figure shows that the size of hr_vm1 is the size that has been defined for the Oracle
Solaris non-global zone - tiny flavor. By clicking on the instance name, you can see
details about the specific flavor:
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■ RAM = 2 GB
■ VCPUs = 1 VCPU
■ Disk = 10 GB

Resizing an instance means using a different flavor for the instance.

By default, the resizing process creates the newly sized instance on a new node. However, if
you are resizing to a non-global zone flavor, you must set the resize process to complete in the
same node. Non-global zones require to be of the same version as their original global zone.
Resizing to a non-global zone flavor and have the instance created in a different node risks
putting the instance in a node that has a different global zone version. To prevent the risk and
create the resized instance on the same host, set allow_resize_to_same_host to true in the
/etc/nova/nova.conf file.

However, kernel zones do not have this limitation of non-global zones. Thus, you can resize a
kernel zone to another node.

How to Resize a VM Instance

Before You Begin Know the current size of the VM instance that you want to modify. You can obtain this
information from the dashboard. For an example, see Figure 6.

1. Set the global shell variables.

# export OS_USERNAME=nova

# export OS_PASSWORD=service-password
# export OS_TENANT_NAME=service

# export OS_AUTH_URL=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0"

2. If you are resizing to a non-global zone flavor, edit the following parameter in the
/etc/nova/nova.conf file as follows:

allow_resize_to_same_host=true

3. Display the list of flavors.

# nova flavor-list

4. Note the ID number for the new flavor which you want the VM instance to use.

5. Change the VM instance to use the new flavor by referencing the flavor's ID
number.

# nova resize instance-name flavor-id

For example, suppose that currently, the size of the instance hr_vm1 is set to the Oracle
Solaris non-global zone - tiny flavor, whose ID number is 6. You want to resize the
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instance to the Oracle Solaris non-global zone - medium flavor, whose ID number is 8.
You would type the following:

# nova resize --poll hr_vm1 8

The --poll option enables you to see the progress of the resizing process until its completion.

6. (Optional) Verify on the dashboard that the size of the instance has changed to
the new flavor.
Alternatively, you can make the same verification by using the following command:

# nova show instance-name

Check that the value for the flavor field specifies the new flavor in the previous step.

The following example is an extracted output. The instance hr_vm1 is created in a project called
TenantA and has been resized to Oracle Solaris non-global zone - medium.

# export OS_USERNAME=admin

# export OS_PASSWORD=admin-password
# export OS_TENANT_NAME=TenantA

# export OS_AUTH_URL=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0"

# nova show hr_vm1
+----------------+-----------------------------------------------+

| Property       | Value                                         |

+----------------+-----------------------------------------------+

| ...                                                            |

| created        | 2016-01-26T12:38:47Z                          |

| flavor         | Oracle Solaris non-global zone - medium (8)   |

| ...                                                            |

+----------------+-----------------------------------------------+
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Options for Cinder Configuration and
Deployment

This chapter describes alternative ways you can configure Cinder and the storage component of
your OpenStack setup.

Note - The procedures in “Configuring the Storage Node” on page 46 to configure block
storage remains the default method to set up the storage node. The options in this chapter offer
alternative ways to deploy the storage component. However, using both the default storage
configuration and the alternative configuration at the same time to set up Cinder on your cloud
framework is not recommended at this time.

This chapter covers the following topics:

■ “Deploying Remote Systems for Storage” on page 87
■ “Using OpenStack With Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance” on page 92

Deploying Remote Systems for Storage

The Cinder deployment described in this section applies to a Juno setup that is running the
Oracle Solaris 11.3 SRU 2 or later releases.

In previous OpenStack releases without SAN support, the Cinder volume service had to be
configured to run on the target host if the ZFS iSCSI driver is used.

With support for storage area networks (SAN) in Cinder, you can use SSH to configure multiple
storage host backends and define the volume type of these hosts that would determine how they
are used. In this type of deployment, the Cinder package as well as all of the Cinder services
would be installed only on the initiator host, which typically is the host that also functions as the
Compute node.

You do not need to install the OpenStack package on the remote target hosts. These hosts
merely provide the LUN disks to the initiator host based on COMSTAR.
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Properly deploying remote systems for storage has the following requirements:

■ Configuring the /etc/cinder/cinder.conf file.
■ Granting the appropriate rights profile to the designated user.
■ Manually installing additional packages.

The following sections discuss these requirements in detail.

Configuring the cinder.conf File

After installing the Cinder package on the initiator host, edit the [DEFAULT] section of the /etc/
cinder/cinder.conf file.

Refer to the following example as a guide to understand the definitions in the configuration file.

[DEFAULT]

my_ip = localhost

osapi_volume_workers = 1

auth_strategy = keystone

#num_volume_device_scan_tries = 6

os-volume-api-version = 2

scheduler_driver=cinder.scheduler.filter_scheduler.FilterScheduler

enabled_backends=zfsdriver-1, zfsdriver-2, zfsdriver-3, zfsdriver-4, zfsdriver-5

[zfsdriver-1]

volume_group=zvolumes-1

volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.solaris.zfs.ZFSVolumeDriver

volume_backend_name=ZFS_LOCAL

zfs_volume_base = rpool/cinder

san_is_local = True

debug=true

verbose=true

[zfsdriver-2]

volume_group=zvolumes-2

volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.solaris.zfs.ZFSISCSIDriver

volume_backend_name=ZFS_REMOTE

zfs_volume_base = rpool/cinder

san_ip = 10.134.13.38

san_login = jdoe

san_password = password
debug=true

verbose=true

[zfsdriver-3]

volume_group=zvolumes-3

volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.solaris.zfs.ZFSFCDriver

volume_backend_name=ZFS_REMOTE_FC

zfs_volume_base = rpool/fc
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san_ip = 10.134.13.38

san_login = jdoe

san_password = password
debug=true

verbose=true

[zfsdriver-4]

volume_group=zvolumes-4

volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.solaris.zfs.ZFSISCSIDriver

volume_backend_name=ZFS_REMOTE

zfs_volume_base = rpool/cinder/zq

san_ip = 10.134.13.38

san_login = jdoe

san_password = password
debug=true

verbose=true

[zfsdriver-5]

volume_group=zvolumes-5

volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.solaris.zfs.ZFSISCSIDriver

volume_backend_name=ZFS_REMOTE

zfs_volume_base = rpool/zq

san_ip = 10.134.63.182

san_login = jdoe

san_password = password
debug=true

verbose=true

enabled_backends=

zfsdriver-1,

zfsdriver-2,

zfsdriver-3,

zfsdriver-4,

zfsdriver-5

Lists the enabled backend hosts. In this example, 5 backend hosts are
defined.

The backend hosts use 3 ZFS drivers (ZFSVolumeDriver,
ZFSISCSIDriver, ZFSFCDriver) on 3 hosts. Of these hosts, one is
local (localhost) while the others are remote (10.134.13.38 and
10.134.63.182).

volume_backend_name=

ZFS_REMOTE

Defines a volume type with the specified name. The following sample
commands perform these actions, respectively:

# cinder type-create type-remote

# cinder type-key type-remote set volume_backend_name=ZFS_REMOTE

# cinder create --display-name t1 --volume-type type-remote

In the previous example, each command performs the following actions:
■ Creates a new volume type.
■ Assigns the backend name to the new volume type.
■ Creates a new volume based on the new volume type.

After you run the last command, the new volume t1 is created on one of
backends with the name ZFS_REMOTE based on the filtering rules.

zfs_volume_base

= rpool/zq

Specifies the base dataset for new ZFS volumes on each volume
backend.
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san_is_local

san_ip san_login

san_password

Because all of the ZFS drivers are based on the SAN driver, you must set
the san_* parameters.
Commands are executed on a backend host either locally or remotely
with SSH. Thus, for each backend, you either set san_is_local = True
or configure san_ip* parameters, but not both.

debug=true

verbose=true

Optional parameters for debugging. You can omit configuring these
parameters.

After correctly configuring Cinder, listing the services displays each service state.

# cinder service-list
+------------+--------------+------+---------+-------+--------------------+----------+

|  Binary    |     Host     | Zone |  Status | State |      Updated_at    | Disabled |

|            |              |      |         |       |                    |  Reason  |

+------------+--------------+------+---------+-------+--------------------+----------+

|  cinder-   |              |      |         |       |     2015-10-13     |          |

|  backup    |    host-2    | nova | enabled |   up  |  T19:22:45.000000  |  None    |

|            |              |      |         |       |                    |          |

|  cinder-   |              |      |         |       |     2015-10-13     |          |

| scheduler  |    host-2    | nova | enabled |   up  |  T19:22:43.000000  |  None    |

|            |              |      |         |       |                    |          |

|  cinder-   |              |      |         |       |     2015-10-13     |          |

|  volume    |    host-2    | nova | enabled |  down |  T18:31:41.000000  |  None    |

|            |              |      |         |       |                    |          |

|  cinder-   |    host-2    |      |         |       |     2015-10-13     |          |

|  volume    | @zfsdriver-1 | nova | enabled |   up  |  T19:22:46.000000  |  None    |

|            |              |      |         |       |                    |          |

|  cinder-   |    host-2    |      |         |       |     2015-10-13     |          |

|  volume    | @zfsdriver-2 | nova | enabled |   up  |  T19:22:47.000000  |  None    |

|            |              |      |         |       |                    |          |

|  cinder-   |    host-2    |      |         |       |     2015-10-13     |          |

|  volume    | @zfsdriver-3 | nova | enabled |   up  |  T19:22:48.000000  |  None    |

|            |              |      |         |       |                    |          |

|  cinder-   |    host-2    |      |         |       |     2015-10-13     |          |

|  volume    | @zfsdriver-4 | nova | enabled |   up  |  T19:22:47.000000  |  None    |

|            |              |      |         |       |                    |          | 

|  cinder-   |    host-2    |      |         |       |     2015-10-13     |          |

|  volume    | @zfsdriver-5 | nova | enabled |   up  |  T19:22:48.000000  |  None    |

|            |              |      |         |       |                    |          |

|  cinder-   |    host-2    |      |         |       |     2015-10-13     |          |

|  volume    | @zfsdriver-6 | nova | enabled |  down |  T18:32:55.000000  |  None    |

+------------+--------------+------+---------+-------+--------------------+----------+

Granting Rights to the Designated User

To enable the user defined by san_login to use the remote targets, the user must be granted a
proper rights profile. The following example shows how to create the rights profile for the user.
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# useradd -s /usr/bin/pfbash -m jdoe

# passwd jdoe password
# profiles -p "Cinder Storage management"

profiles:Cinder Storage management> set desc="Cinder Storage management on target host"

profiles:Cinder Storage management> add profiles="File System Management"

profiles:Cinder Storage management> add auths="solaris.smf.modify.stmf"

profiles:Cinder Storage management> add cmd=/usr/sbin/itadm

profiles:Cinder Storage management:itadm> set euid=0

profiles:Cinder Storage management:itadm> end

profiles:Cinder Storage management> add cmd=/usr/sbin/stmfadm

profiles:Cinder Storage management:stmfadm> set euid=0

profiles:Cinder Storage management:stmfadm> end

profiles:Cinder Storage management> add cmd=/usr/sbin/zfs

profiles:Cinder Storage management:zfs> set priv=sys_config,sys_mount

profiles:Cinder Storage management:zfs> end

profiles:Cinder Storage management> exit

# usermod -P "Cinder Storage management" jdoe

For more information about profiles and rights, refer to Securing Users and Processes in Oracle
Solaris 11.3.

Enabling the Remote Host as a Target

To enable the remote host as a target, perform the following steps on the remote host:

1. Install the package group/feature/storage-server on the remote host.

# pkg install storage-server

2. Enable the following services on the host:
■ svc:/system/stmf:default

■ svc:/network/iscsi/target:default

For example:

remote-host# svcadm enable stmf

remote-host# svcadm enable -r svc:/network/iscsi/target:default

3. Initialize and set up the Access Control List (ACL) for the defined zfs_volume_base.

For example, suppose that you have the definition zfs_volume_base=rpool/fc in the
configuration file. Then you must run the following commands:

# chmod A+user:cinder:add_subdirectory:allow /rpool/fc

# zfs allow cinder clone,create,destroy,mount,snapshot rpool/fc

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E53394&id=OSSUP
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E53394&id=OSSUP
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Using OpenStack With Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance

This section describes an OpenStack configuration that uses Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance
(ZFSSA) as the backend storage.

About the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance
The Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance family of products provides efficient file and block data
services for network clients as well as a set of data services that can be applied to the data
stored on the system including the following technologies:

■ Analytics – Enables you to dynamically observe the behavior of your system in real-time
and to view the data graphically.

■ The ZFS Hybrid Storage Pool – Enables you to manage a variety of devices such as optional
Flash-memory devices, low-power high-capacity disks, and DRAM memory as a single data
hierarchy

■ Support for a variety of hardware

The cloud/openstack/cinder package of Oracle OpenStack for Oracle Solaris includes the
Oracle ZFSSA iSCSI Cinder driver. The driver enables appliance to be used seamlessly as
a block storage resource for the Cinder component. Specifically, the driver enables you to
create iSCSI volumes a Cinder server can allocate to any virtual machine that is instantiated
by the Nova service. To use the Oracle ZFSSA for storage, make sure first that the appliance is
running at least version 2013.1.2.0 of the ZFSSA software release.

Configuring OpenStack With Oracle ZFSSA
This section does not cover in detail the procedures for setting up Oracle ZFSSA. For more
information about the appliance including configuration steps, refer to the following sources:

■ Oracle ZFSSA product documentation in the Oracle Help Center storage documentation
page

■ Using the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance as Storage Back End for OpenStack Cinder
(http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-unified-storage/
documentation/openstack-cinder-zfssa-120915-2813178.pdf). This white paper details
how to set up the storage appliance for use in the cloud.

Prior to the procedures to set up OpenStack with Oracle ZFSSA, make sure that you have
already created the subnet that would host data storage traffic. The scenario in this chapter
uses Figure 2 as a basis for this starting point but with a difference. Here, storage data traffic is
hosted over two subnets, with net2 and net3 as the interfaces for that traffic. The two subnets
ensure efficient performance and availability of the data storage service.

http://docs.oracle.com/en/storage/
http://docs.oracle.com/en/storage/
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-unified-storage/documentation/openstack-cinder-zfssa-120915-2813178.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-unified-storage/documentation/openstack-cinder-zfssa-120915-2813178.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-unified-storage/documentation/openstack-cinder-zfssa-120915-2813178.pdf
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On the ZFSSA Side

Oracle ZFSSA uses iSCSI for exchanging SCSI commands over the network. To set up
communication between iSCSI nodes, you must have the following information available:

■ SCSI node DNS name or IP address. The SCSI node consists of both the initiator and target
nodes.

■ TCP iSCSI Internet port on the target node. By default the port number is 3260.
■ iSCSI Qualified Names (IQNs) of both the initiator and target nodes.
■ Optional authentication information using Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol

(CHAP authentication)

To obtain relevant iSCSI information for this preparatory step, use the Oracle Solaris iscsiadm
command.

This document does not describe the steps to configure the appliance. For procedures to prepare
the appliance for operational use, refer to the appropriate release documentation in Oracle's
Storage Documentation.

On the OpenStack Side

The OpenStack ZFSSA Cinder driver creates and manages volumes by creating the related
LUNs on the appliance, setting up the appropriate properties of these LUNs, and managing the
LUNs' visibility to the OpenStack compute nodes and guest instances on which the volumes are
being used.

After setting up the Oracle ZFSSA, you can then configure the ZFSSA iSCSI Cinder driver.

How to Configure Oracle ZFSSA for OpenStack

The procedure uses the workflow cinder.akwf which performs the following tasks:

■ Creates the user if the user does not exist.
■ Sets role authorizations for performing Cinder driver operations.
■ Enables the RESTful service if the service is currently disabled.

Before You Begin Configure a pool on the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance. You can choose to use a preexisting
pool.

1. Run the workflow cinder.akwf by using one of the following methods:

■ Run the workflow from the CLI.

zfssa:maintenance workflows> download

http://docs.oracle.com/en/storage/
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zfssa:maintenance workflows download (uncommitted)> show
Properties:

                          url = (unset)

                         user = (unset)

                     password = (unset)

zfssa:maintenance workflows download (uncommitted)> set url= "url-to-cinder.akwf-file"
                          url = "url-to-cinder.akwf-file"
zfssa:maintenance workflows download (uncommitted)> commit
Transferred 2.64K of 2.64K (100%) ... done

zfssa:maintenance workflows> ls
Properties:

                   showhidden = false

Workflows:

WORKFLOW     NAME                                      OWNER SETID ORIGIN             

 VERSION

workflow-000 Clear locks                               root  false Oracle Corporation 

 1.0.0

workflow-001 Configuration for OpenStack Cinder Driver root  false Oracle Corporation 

 1.0.0

zfssa:maintenance workflows> select workflow-001

zfssa:maintenance workflow-001> execute 
zfssa:maintenance workflow-001 execute (uncommitted)> 

zfssa:maintenance workflow-001 execute (uncommitted)> set name=user
                         name = user
zfssa:maintenance workflow-001 execute (uncommitted)> set password=password
                     password = password
zfssa:maintenance workflow-001 execute (uncommitted)> commit
User openstack created.

Note that for user and password, the values are as defined for the san_login and
san_password parameters in the cinder.conf file.

■ Run the workflow from the BUI.

a.    Select Maintenance → Workflows, and use the plus icon to upload a new
workflow.

b.    Click the Browse button, and select the cinder.akwf file.

c.    Click the UPLOAD button to finish uploading the workflow.

d.    Click on the new row that appears on the BUI Workflows page to run the
Cinder driver workflow.
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The workflow prompts for a user name and password. This user name and password
will also be used in the cinder.conf file as san_login and san_password.

2. Set parameters in the /etc/cinder/cinder.conf file.
Specify the following required properties in the cinder.conf file:

■ volume_driver – Make sure cinder.volume.drivers.zfssa.zfssaiscsi.
ZFSSAISCSIDriver is uncommented. Make sure the other three selections are commented
out.

■ san_ip – The name or IP address of the ZFSSA management host.
■ san_login – The user name of the Cinder user on the ZFSSA.
■ san_password – The password of the Cinder user on the ZFSSA.
■ zfssa_pool – The pool to be used to allocate volumes.
■ zfssa_target_portal – The ZFSSA iSCSI target portal (data-ip:port). The default port

is 3260.
■ zfssa_project – The name of the ZFSSA project. If the project does not exist on the

appliance, a project with that name is created by the driver at startup time. This project
contains all the volumes created by the driver. Additional ZFSSA properties are provided
for setting up volume characteristics (for example, block size) and access (for example,
initiators, targets, security).

■ zfssa_initiator_group – The name of the initiator group. If the initiator group does not
exist on the appliance, an initiator group with that name is created by the driver at startup
time. If you want to use the default initiator group, set the value of this parameter to
default. The default initiator group can be useful for evaluation purposes. The default
initiator group should not normally be used because it can result in exposure of the volumes
to unwanted or conflicting initiators.

■ zfssa_target_interfaces – The ZFSSA iSCSI target network interfaces. Use the
following command to see the interfaces:

zfssa:configuration net interfaces> show

Interfaces:

  INTERFACE STATE CLASS LINKS    ADDRS          LABEL

  e1000g0   up    ip    e1000g0  1.10.20.30/24  Untitled Interface

■ connection – Set the parameter as follows:

connection=mysql://cinder:service-password@controller-fqdn/cinder

3. Ensure the ZFSSA iSCSI service is online.
If the ZFSSA iSCSI service is not online, use either the BUI or the CLI in the appliance to
enable it. The following example shows using the CLI in the appliance:

zfssa:> configuration services iscsi
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zfssa:configuration services iscsi> enable

zfssa:configuration services iscsi> show
Properties:

<status> = online

...

4. Enable the Cinder volume SMF services.

controller# svcadm enable cinder-volume:default cinder-volume:setup
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Working With Heat

This chapter describes Heat as implemented and supported in Oracle Solaris. It covers the
following topics:

■ “About the Heat Component” on page 97
■ “Installing Heat” on page 98
■ “About HOT Templates” on page 98

About the Heat Component

Heat is OpenStack's orchestration engine that enables you to deploy cloud applications based on
Heat Orchestration templates that you create. These templates are also called HOT templates.

With a HOT template, you can create different OpenStack resource types such as instances,
floating IPs, volumes, users, and so on. Templates also enable you to deploy advanced
functionalities such as instance high availability, instance autoscaling, and nested stacks. Thus,
with Heat, all OpenStack core projects could receive a larger user base. With templates, Heat
provides a way for you to override the default resource implementation by using instead the
parameters which are passed from the template to the engine.

Heat provides its services through a RESTful web services API. As with all OpenStack
applications, Python WSGI interfaces are used and applications are configured together using
Paste. The HTTP endpoints of the application are made up of pipelines of Web Server Gateway
Interface (WSGI) middleware. Heat specifically uses two endpoints: Port 8004 for the Heat API
and port 8000 for the Heat CloudFormation.

Heat's own configuration is controlled by the /etc/heat/heat.conf configuration file. At this
time, no Solaris-specific configuration parameters exist in the primary Heat configuration file.

For more information about the Heat component, refer to the OpenStack community's Heat
documentation.

http://docs.openstack.org/developer/heat/
http://docs.openstack.org/developer/heat/
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Installing Heat

In a typical configuration, you install the Heat services on the same node as Keystone. The Heat
package is automatically included if you installed OpenStack on the node with the following
command:

# pkg install openstack

How to Configure Heat
Before You Begin You must configure Keystone first as described in the “How to Install and Configure Keystone”

before performing this task.

1. Configure Heat by either uncommenting or setting the parameters in /etc/heat/
heat.conf:

[database]

connection = mysql://heat:heat-service-password@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE/heat

[keystone_authtoken]

auth_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

identity_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:35357

admin_tenant_name = tenant
admin_user = heat

admin_password = heat-service-password

2. Enable the heat service.

controller# svcadm enable -rs heat-api heat-db heat-engine \

heat-api-cfn heat-api-cloudwatch

About HOT Templates

To use Heat to orchestrate multiple composite cloud applications on your OpenStack
configuration, you need to define a Heat Orchestration Template (HOT). A HOT template
contains specifications that you must fill out. The parameters you provide are read when you
run the process to create resource types and other advanced functionality.

For the HOT template specifications and their descriptions, see http://docs.openstack.org/
developer/heat/template_guide/hot_spec.html#hot-spec.

For information about how to write a HOT template, see http://docs.openstack.org/
developer/heat/template_guide/hot_guide.html#hot-guide.

http://docs.openstack.org/developer/heat/template_guide/hot_spec.html#hot-spec
http://docs.openstack.org/developer/heat/template_guide/hot_spec.html#hot-spec
http://docs.openstack.org/developer/heat/template_guide/hot_guide.html#hot-guide
http://docs.openstack.org/developer/heat/template_guide/hot_guide.html#hot-guide
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To deploy a HOT template, use the following command:

# heat stack-create -f template

where template includes the full path of the template's location.

The following example shows the contents of a HOT template named stack3 which creates
three private networks with subnets.

Note - The line heat_template_version: 2013-05-23 must appear at the top of the template.

heat_template_version: 2013-05-23

description: Create a few networks.

resources:

  heat_net1:

    type:OS::Neutron::Net

    properties:

      name:heat_net1

  heat_subnet1:

    type:OS::Neutron::Subnet

    properties:

      name:heat_subnet1

      network_id: { get_resource: heat_net1 }

      cidr: 192.168.50.0/24

  heat_net2:

    type:OS::Neutron::Net

    properties:

      name: heat_net2

  heat_subnet2:

    type:OS::Neutron::Subnet

    properties:

      name:heat_subnet2

      network_id: { get_resource: heat_net2 }

      cidr: 192.168.51.0/24

  heat_net3:

    type:OS::Neutron::Net

    properties:

      name: heat_net3

  heat_subnet3:

    type:OS::Neutron::Subnet

    properties:

      name:heat_subnet3

      network_id: { get_resource: heat_net3 }

      cidr: 192.168.52.0/24
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Working With Ironic

This chapter describes Ironic as implemented and supported in Oracle Solaris. It covers the
following topics:

■ “About the Ironic Component” on page 101
■ “Installing and Configuring Ironic” on page 102
■ “Overview: Bare Metal Deployment With Ironic” on page 106
■ “Using Ironic to Deploy Bare Metal” on page 108

About the Ironic Component

The previous chapters described the core OpenStack components to create a cloud. Additional
components offer other services that are related to cloud administration. This chapter discusses
the component Ironic that is available in the Juno release.

While the core components of OpenStack enable you to provision virtual machines or VM
instances, Ironic provides services for registering, provisioning, and decommissioning bare
metal instances or nodes. Ironic uses common technologies such as PXE boot and IPMI to
support a wide range of hardware that you can provision. Additionally, a pluggable driver
mechanism enables Ironic to manage and support vendor-specific hardware.

For further information about Ironic and the advantages it offers, refer to the Ironic's developer
documentation at the OpenStack community web site.

Ironic consists of three primary components. In Oracle Solaris, these components are delivered
as SMF Services. The following table lists and describes these components.

Component Description SMF Service

OpenStack Ironic API Service Service that provides a RESTful API by
which operators and other services may
interact with the managed bare metal nodes.

svc:/application/openstack/

ironic/ironic-api

OpenStack Ironic Conductor
Service

Main controller that performs the actual
provisioning of bare metal nodes by
using the reference and vendor-specific

svc:/application/openstack/

ironic/ironic-conductor

http://docs.openstack.org/developer/ironic/deploy/user-guide.html
http://docs.openstack.org/developer/ironic/deploy/user-guide.html
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Component Description SMF Service
drivers. The conductor and API services
communicate by using RPC.

OpenStack Ironic Database
Service

A transient SMF service for creating and
synchronizing Ironic's back end database.

svc:/application/openstack/

ironic/ironic-db

Installing and Configuring Ironic

You can use Ironic as a stand-alone component without other OpenStack services. Or, you
can deploy it along with other OpenStack components, typically on the Compute node. The
configuration would depend on how you deploy Ironic.

Provisioning Oracle Solaris bare metal instances requires an Automated Installer (AI). The AI
can be located on the same node as the Ironic service. Alternatively, you can use AI on a remote
server for operations with Ironic.

For more information about configuring and using AI, see the installation books in the
applicable library in Operating System Documentation.

How to Install and Configure Ironic
Before You Begin If you are deploying Ironic together with the rest of the OpenStack components, make sure that

you configure those core components first. At a minimum, Keystone and Glance configurations
must be completed before you work on Ironic.

Likewise, ensure that the database for Ironic is set up. This procedure follows the 3-node
reference architecture in Figure 2 where the database is set up on the Controller node, together
with the rest of the OpenStack databases.

1. Create the Ironic database.

a.    Set the global shell variable for the Controller administrator node.

controller# export $CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE=controller-node

where controller-node can be either the Controller's IP address or the host name. For
more information about setting variables, see “Preparing Host Names, Variables, and
Passwords” on page 26.

b.    Create the database with the following commands:

controller# mysql -u root -p
Enter password: MySQL-root-password

http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
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mysql> create database ironic default character set utf8 default collate

 utf8_general_ci;

mysql> grant all privileges on ironic.* to 'ironic'@'$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE'

 identified by 'service-password';
mysql> flush privileges;

mysql> quit

2. Install the OpenStack Ironic package.

# pkg install ironic ironicclient rabbitmq

# pkg update stevedore stevedore-27

3. Install the AI Server and Administration Tools.
Use the same command whether you are installing the AI server package locally with Ironic or
remotely on a different host.

# pkg install pkg:/install/installadm

4. If the AI is remotely located, configure the Ironic user on that server.

remote-AI# useradd -d /var/lib/ironic -m -g 88 -u 88 \

   -P "Install Service Management" ironic

remote-AI# passwd ironic
New Password: password
Re-enter new Password: password

Note - If the AI is locally installed with Ironic, the Ironic installation process automatically
creates the ironic user on the system.

5. Create and administer the SSH key for the Ironic user.

■ If the AI is local with Ironic, issue the following commands on that system:

ironic-localhost# su - ironic

ironic-localhost# mkdir /var/lib/ironic/.ssh

ironic-localhost# ssh-keygen -N '' -t rsa \

   -f /var/lib/ironic/.ssh/id_rsa

ironic-localhost# cat /var/lib/ironic/.ssh/id_rsa.pub > \

   /var/lib/ironic/.ssh/authorized_keys

■ If the AI is remotely located, perform the following steps:

a.    On the remote AI, issue the following commands:

remote-AI# su - ironic

remote-AI# mkdir /var/lib/ironic/.ssh

remote-AI# ssh-keygen -N '' -t rsa \

   -f /var/lib/ironic/.ssh/id_rsa

remote-AI# cat /var/lib/ironic/.ssh/id_rsa.pub > \
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   /var/lib/ironic/.ssh/authorized_keys

b.    On the Ironic host, issue the following commands:

ironic-localhost# mkdir /var/lib/ironic/.ssh

ironic-localhost# scp ironic@AI-server:~/.ssh/id_rsa /var/lib/ironic/.ssh
ironic-localhost# scp ironic@AI-server:~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub /var/lib/ironic/.ssh
ironic-localhost# cat /var/lib/ironic/.ssh/id_rsa.pub > \

   /var/lib/ironic/.ssh/authorized_keys

ironic-localhost# chown -R ironic:ironic /var/lib/ironic/.ssh

where AI-server can be either the AI server's IP address or the host name.

6. Edit the /etc/ironic/ironic.conf file.
Note the following considerations regarding the configuration of certain parameters in the file:

auth_strategy Under the DEFAULT section, specify noauth if you are using Ironic as a
stand-alone component. Specify keystone if you are deploying Ironic
with other OpenStack components.

server Under the ai section, specify localhost if the Automated Installer (AI)
is local with Ironic. If the AI is remote, specify that server's IP address or
host name.

connection Under the [database] section, specify the connection to the MySQL
database.

glance_host Under the glance section, specify the IP address or host name of the
Glance server if the auth_strategy parameter is set to keystone.

glance_api_servers Also under the glance section, specify either the host names or IP
addresses with their corresponding port numbers such as 192.168.0.150:
9292. Do not specify localhost.

Use the following sample file to guide you in configuring all the required parameters for Ironic
to work. Note that in the sample file, the variable glance-serverIP represents the IP address or
host name of the Glance server.

[DEFAULT]

enabled_drivers=solaris

auth_strategy= setting depends on whether Ironic is stand alone or not
pybasedir = /usr/lib/python2.6/vendor-packages/ironic

bindir = /usr/lib/ironic

host = ironic

[ai]

server= setting depends on whether AI is local or remote
username=ironic
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port=22

timeout=10

ssh_key_file=/var/lib/ironic/.ssh/id_rsa

deploy_interval=30

[api]

port=6385

[conductor]

api_url=http://localhost:6385/

heartbeat_timeout=60

heartbeat_interval=60

sync_power_state_interval=300

check_provision_state_interval=120

[database]

connection= mysql://ironic:ironic-service-password@$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE/ironic

[solaris_ipmi]

imagecache_dirname = /var/lib/ironic/images

imagecache_lock_timeout = 60

[glance]

glance_host = glance-serverIP
glance_port = 9292

glance_protocol = http

glance_api_servers = glance-serverIP:port
auth_strategy = for Ironic to use Keystone to interact with Glance, specify keystone

[keystone_authtoken] configure if under DEFAULT, auth_strategy = keystone
auth_host = localhost

auth_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

identity_uri = http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:35357

admin_user = ironic

admin_password = ironic-service-password
admin_tenant_name = tenant 
signing_dir = /var/lib/ironic/keystone-signing

[neutron]

auth_strategy = for Ironic to use Keystone to interact with Neutron, specify keystone 

7. Ensure that the SMF services for Ironic are running.

ironic-localhost# svcs -a | grep rabbitmq

ironic-localhost# svcs -a | grep ironic

If Ironic is in stand-alone mode, you might need to manually enable the services.

ironic-localhost# svcadm enable rabbitmq

ironic-localhost# svcadm enable ironic-db

ironic-localhost# svcadm enable ironic-api ironic-conductor

8. (Optional) Test the command line utility.
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a.    Set the global shell variables for Ironic.

■ If the auth_strategy is set to noauth, set the shell variables as follows:

ironic-localhost# export OS_AUTH_TOKEN=fake-token
ironic-localhost# export IRONIC_URL=http://localhost:6385

■ If the auth_strategy is set to keystone, set the shell variables as follows.
If the Keystone service is in a different node from Ironic, then for OS_AUTH_URL,
specify either the host name or the IP address where Keystone is installed.

ironic-localhost# export OS_AUTH_URL=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0"

ironic-localhost# export OS_TENANT_NAME=service

ironic-localhost# export OS_USERNAME=ironic

ironic-localhost# export OS_PASSWORD=ironic-service-password
ironic-localhost# export IRONIC_URL=http://localhost:6385/

b.    Issue an Ironic command line.

# ironic driver-list
+---------------------+----------------+

| Supported driver(s) | Active host(s) |

+---------------------+----------------+

| solaris             | ironic         |

+---------------------+----------------+

Currently, solaris is the only enabled and tested driver in Ironic. However, you can add
drivers to the list by including their names under the [enabled_drivers] section in the
/etc/ironic/ironic.conf file. After adding the drivers, you need to restart the ironic-
api and ironic-conductor SMF services.

Overview: Bare Metal Deployment With Ironic

With the Ironic solaris driver, you can provision a bare metal node by using either Oracle
Solaris's Unified Archive (UAR) feature or its Image Packaging System (IPS). When you
create a node, you would pass information to the solaris driver by means of configurable node
elements.

The following table lists the elements for creating nodes. The driver_info/archive_uri
element applies to provisioning nodes with a UAR file. The remaining elements in the table
apply to provisioning nodes by using IPS.
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Element
Description Example

driver_info/

archive_uri

URI of Unified Archive with which the bare
metal is provisioned.

http://host.example.com/sol-11_3-x86.uar

driver_info/

ai_service

Name of the AI service to use default-x86

driver_info/

publishers

List of IPS publishers, separated by the
plus (+) sign and using the naming format
publisher-name@origin.

solaris@http://ipkg.us.oracle.com/
solarisN/dev+userland@http://
my.example.repo

driver_info/fmri List of PKG FMRIs to install, separated by
the plus (+) sign.

pkg:/group/system/solaris-small-server+pkg:
/cloud/openstack/nova

driver_info/

install_profiles

List of URIs of the configuration profiles to
apply to the installation environment. The
URIs are separated by the plus (+) sign.

http://host.example.com/profile1.xml
+glance://glance-image

driver_info/

sc_profiles

List of URIs of the System Configuration
profiles to apply to the installed system. The
URIs are separated by the plus (+) sign.

http://host.example.com/profile1.xml
+glance://glance-image

driver_info/

manifest

URI of the AI manifest to use to provision
the bare metal.

http://host.example.com/my-manifest.xml

driver_info/

ipmi_address

IP address or host name of the serial console
to connect to the ILOM of the node to be
provisioned.

192.168.2.200

driver_info/

ipmi_username

User name for the IPMI connection. root

driver_info/

ipmi_password

Password for the IPMI connection. password

If you provision a node by using a UAR file, you only need to provide the information for
driver_info/archive_uri. The archive URI can use one of the schemas in the following list.
The same schema options apply to specifying profiles if you opt to provision the node by using
IPS.

■ file://

■ http://

■ https://

■ glance://

Note - Even though Glance is typically used for storing install images, adding profiles to the
storage is acceptable.

If you provision a node by using IPS, ensure first that at least a default AI service for your
node's architecture exists, as shown in the following example:

# installadm list
Service Name             Status Arch  Type Alias Aliases Clients Profiles Manifests
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------------             ------ ----  ---- ----- ------- ------- -------- ---------

default-i386             on     i386  pkg  yes   0       0       0        1

default-sparc            on     i386  pkg  yes   0       0       0        1

ironic-x86               on     i386  pkg  no    0       0       0        1

ironic-sparc             on     i386  pkg  no    0       0       0        1

# installadm list -vcn ironic-x86   
There are no clients configured for service 'ironic-x86'.

# installadm list -vmn ironic-x86
Service Name       Manifest Name Status  Criteria

------------       ------------- ------  --------

ironic-x86         orig_default  default none 

ironic-sparc       orig_default  default none 

When you use IPS to provision nodes, specifying the driver_info/ai_service is optional. If
you omit the name of the AI service, the default AI service for that node's architecture is used.

If you specify custom packages for driver_info/fmri, you must also specify publishers for the
driver_info/publishers element.

Using Ironic to Deploy Bare Metal

The following task provides the basic steps from creating the node to actual deployment.

For more information about using the Unified Archive feature of Oracle Solaris, see Using
Unified Archives for System Recovery and Cloning. This book is in your Oracle Solaris
version's library in Operating Systems Documentation.

How to Deploy Bare Metal From a UAR File

For a concrete example that uses the following steps, see Example 6.

Before You Begin Ensure that the UAR file to use already exists.

1. Create the following variables to facilitate the use of the Ironic command line
utility.

■ IP - the IP address used to connect to the nodes' ILOM.
■ USER - typically, the user is root.
■ PASS - the root password.
■ HOST_MAC - the system's MAC address.

http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
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2. Create the Ironic node.

# ironic node-create options

The properties of the new node are displayed, including the node's UUID.

3. Create a variable for the node's UUID for easy reference.

4. Update the node by specifying the UAR location to install.

# ironic node-update options

5. Create an associated port for this node.

# ironic port-create options

6. (Optional) Validate the fields you specified for the node.

# ironic node-validate options

7. Provision the node.

# ironic node-set-provision-state options

8. (Optional) Display the status of the deployment.

# ironic node-show options

Note - The output would be different if you run the command while provisioning is ongoing
than after the completion of the process.

Example   6 Deploying a Node Using a UAR File

This example assumes the following:

■ The basics of the machine to host the node
■ Host name: mynewnode.example.com
■ Architecture: x86
■ IP address: 1.1.1.1
■ MAC address: 01:02:03:04:05:06

■ The basics of the ILOM Host:
■ Host name: mynewnode-aa.example.com
■ IP address: 2.2.2.2
■ User: root
■ Password: password
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■ Name of UAR file: myuar.server/sol11-3-x86.uar

# export ILOM_IP=2.2.2.2

# export ILOM_USER=root

# export ILOM_PASS=password

# export HOST_MAC=01:02:03:04:05:06

# ironic node-create -d solaris -i ipmi_address=$ILOM_IP \

   -i ipmi_username=$ILOM_USER -i ipmi_password=$ILOM_PASS
+--------------+----------------------------------------------------------+ Node is created
| Property     | Value                                                    |

+--------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

| uuid         | 4eacbfde-4977-4d8c-8043-8cbe8f876187                     |

| driver_info  | {u'ipmi_address': u'2.2.2.2', u'ipmi_username': u'root', |

|              | u'ipmi_password': u'password'}                           |

| extra        | {}                                                       |

| driver       | solaris                                                  |

| chassis_uuid | None                                                     |

| properties   | {}                                                       |

+--------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

# export NODE=4eacbfde-4977-4d8c-8043-8cbe8f876187 UUID is saved

# ironic node-update $NODE \

   add driver_info/archive_uri=http://myuar.server/sol11-3-x86.uar
+------------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Property               | Value                                                     |

+------------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| instance_uuid          | None                                                      |

| target_power_state     | None                                                      |

| properties             | {}                                                        |

| maintenance            | False                                                     |

| driver_info            | {u'archive_uri': u'http://myuar.server/sol11-3-x86.uar',  |

|                        | u'ipmi_address': u'2.2.2.2', u'ipmi_username': u'root',   |

|                        | u'ipmi_password': u'password'}                            |

| extra                  | {}                                                        |

| last_error             | None                                                      |

| created_at             | 2014-10-03T15:38:43+00:00                                 |

| target_provision_state | None                                                      |

| driver                 | solaris                                                   |

| updated_at             | 2014-10-03T15:53:04+00:00                                 |

| instance_info          |                                                           |

| chassis_uuid           | None                                                      |

| provision_state        | None                                                      |

| reservation            | None                                                      |

| power_state            | None                                                      |

| console_enabled        | False                                                     |

| uuid                   | 4eacbfde-4977-4d8c-8043-8cbe8f876187                      |

+------------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

# ironic port-create -n $NODE -a $HOST_MAC
+-----------+--------------------------------------+

| Property  | Value                                |

+-----------+--------------------------------------+
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| node_uuid | 4eacbfde-4977-4d8c-8043-8cbe8f876187 |

| extra     | {}                                   |

| uuid      | 4c765ab0-2529-4463-a51b-e5544dd15a32 |

| address   | 01:02:03:04:05:06                    |

+-----------+--------------------------------------+

# ironic node-validate $NODE
+------------+--------+---------------+

| Interface  | Result | Reason        |

+------------+--------+---------------+

| console    | None   | not supported |

| deploy     | True   |               |

| management | True   |               |

| power      | True   |               |

+------------+--------+---------------+

# ironic node-set-provision-state $NODE active Node is provisioned

# ironic node-show $NODE
+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

| Property               | Value                                                    |

+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

|instance_uuid           | None                                                     |

|target_power_state      | None                                                     |

|properties              | {}                                                       |

|maintenance             | False                                                    |

|driver_info             | {u'archive_uri': u'http://myuar.server/sol11-3-x86.uar', |

|                        | u'ipmi_address': u'2.2.2.2', u'ipmi_username': u'root',  |

|                        | u'ipmi_password': u'password'}                           |

|extra                   | {}                                                       |

|last_error              | None                                                     |

|created_at              | 2014-10-03T15:38:43+00:00                                |

|target_provision_state  | deploy_complete                                          |

|driver                  | solaris                                                  |

|updated_at              | 2014-10-03T15:53:04+00:00                                |

|instance_info           |                                                          |

|chassis_uuid            | None                                                     |

|provision_state         | active                                                   |

|reservation             | None                                                     |

|power_state             | power on                                                 |

|console_enabled         | False                                                    |

|uuid                    | 4eacbfde-4977-4d8c-8043-8cbe8f876187                     |

+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

If you issued the ironic node-show command while provisioning is ongoing, the
provision_state would indicate a different status instead of active.

How to Decommission a Node

Use this procedure also in cases when a provisioning operation failed.
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1. Set the node to a deleted state.

# ironic node-set-provision-state $NODE deleted

2. Display the node's information.
In the following example, the properties with asterisks (*) indicate the deleted state of the node.

# ironic node-show $NODE
+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

| Property               | Value                                                    |

+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

|instance_uuid           | None                                                     |

|target_power_state      | None                                                     |

|properties              | {}                                                       |

|maintenance             | True                                                     | *
|driver_info             | {u'archive_uri': u'http://myuar.server/sol11-3-x86.uar', |

|                        | u'ipmi_address': u'2.2.2.2', u'ipmi_username': u'root',  |

|                        |u'ipmi_password': u'password'}                            |

|extra                   | {}                                                       |

|last_error              | None                                                     |

|created_at              | 2014-10-03T15:38:43+00:00                                |

|target_provision_state  | None                                                     | *
|driver                  | solaris                                                  |

|updated_at              | 2014-10-03T15:53:04+00:00                                |

|instance_info           | {}                                                       |

|chassis_uuid            | None                                                     | *
|provision_state         | None                                                     | *
|reservation             | None                                                     |

|power_state             | power off                                                | *
|console_enabled         | False                                                    |

|uuid                    | 4eacbfde-4977-4d8c-8043-8cbe8f876187                     |

+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

3. If you are troubleshooting a failed provisioning process, validate the node's
fields.
Problems with any of the driver_info elements that were specified for the node are identified
under Reason column.

# ironic node-validate $NODE
+------------+--------+---------------+

| Interface  | Result | Reason        |

+------------+--------+---------------+

| console    | None   | not supported |

| deploy     | True   |               |

| management | True   |               |

| power      | True   |               |

+------------+--------+---------------+
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OpenStack Troubleshooting

This chapter describes OpenStack issues that are associated with the current release. It also
provides troubleshooting tips and workarounds to resolve basic problems you might encounter
during configuration. The following topics are covered:

■ “Obtaining Command Line Help” on page 113
■ “Known Limitations” on page 114
■ “Examining Log Files” on page 115
■ “Investigating and Resolving Problems” on page 117
■ “General Tips and Tricks on Debugging” on page 124
■ “Useful Sites” on page 124

Obtaining Command Line Help

In OpenStack, commands correspond to the OpenStack components. For example, the nova
command applies to compute operations, cinder to storage, and neutron to networking.

To obtain help on the use of these commands such as the correct syntax, supported
subcommands, possible options, and so on, use the command-component help command, such
as nova help or neutron help. You can filter the list of possible subcommands to use with
the command-component command by using the grep command. For example, to list neutron
subcommands that are related to routers, you would type the following command:

# neutron help | grep router
  l3-agent-list-hosting-router   List L3 agents hosting a router.

  l3-agent-router-add            Add a router to a L3 agent.

  l3-agent-router-remove         Remove a router from a L3 agent.

  net-gateway-connect            Add an internal network interface to a router.

  router-create                  Create a router for a given tenant.

  router-delete                  Delete a given router.

  router-gateway-clear           Remove an external network gateway from a router.

  router-gateway-set             Set the external network gateway for a router.

  router-interface-add           Add an internal network interface to a router.

  router-interface-delete        Remove an internal network interface from a router.

  router-list                    List routers that belong to a given tenant.

  router-list-on-l3-agent        List the routers on a L3 agent.
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  router-port-list               List ports that belong to a given tenant, with specified

 router.

  router-show                    Show information of a given router.

  router-update                  Update router's information.

Then, to obtain specific details about a subcommand, such as router-list which identifies
routers in the cloud, you would type the following command:

# neutron help router-list

Known Limitations

The following are known issues with OpenStack (Juno) in Oracle Solaris 11.3:

■ Only Nova nodes running Oracle Solaris are fully supported because Neutron supports only
a single plugin for network virtualization.

■ Currently the Cinder volume attachment is not supported in the non-global zones.
■ VM instances must be running Oracle Solaris 11.3.
■ Resizing VM instances is not supported.

The nova resize command is not supported. Output from the nova resize command
might say the command completed, but the nova resize-confirm command reports that
the resizing of the instance cannot be confirmed, and the nova show command shows that
the instance is not resized.

■ VM instance live migration is not supported.

The nova live-migration command is not supported.
■ Cinder backup is not supported.

The cinder-backup service is installed when you install the cinder package. However,
in a default Cinder deployment such as described in “Configuring the Storage
Node” on page 46, the service currently does not work for the backup_volume.

■ On the Launch Instance dialog in the dashboard, only Boot from image is supported
for the Instance Boot Source. On the Project → Images & Snapshots → Actions menu,
UploadToImage is not supported.

■ VXLAN datalinks are not supported as the value for the external_network_datalink
option in the /etc/neutron/l3_agent.ini file. If you set a VXLAN datalink as the value
for the external_network_datalink option, the Neutron L3 agent fails to create and plumb
a VNIC on the external network.

■ You must use the command line to modify the quota for a network resource for a project.
The quota for a network resource cannot be modified from Horizon. You can use the
Horizon dashboard to create a project or modify non-network resources of an existing
project. To modify the quota for networks, subnets, ports, routers, or floating IP addresses of
a project, you must use the neutron quota-update command.
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Even when you modify a non-network resource, you see the following error message. You
can ignore this message. Contrary to this message, the quota for the non-network resource
has been applied.

Error: Modified project information and members, but unable to modify project quotas.

■ Service status might be reported differently by SMF and by OpenStack.

The following example shows that the nova-cert service is disabled in OpenStack, even
though SMF shows the service as online:

root@c190-133:~# nova service-disable c190-133 nova-cert

+----------+-----------+----------+

| Host     | Binary    | Status   |

+----------+-----------+----------+

| c190-133 | nova-cert | disabled |

+----------+-----------+----------+

root@c190-133:~# svcs nova-cert

STATE          STIME    FMRI

online         21:14:11 svc:/application/openstack/nova/nova-cert:default

Examining Log Files
SMF services and various Oracle Solaris processes produce log files where you can look for
error messages or gather more information about messages that were displayed on the screen.
SMF service log files contain valuable debugging information.

Because OpenStack is typically installed across multiple systems, the log files that you need to
check are also in various locations. For a more systematic troubleshooting, examine logs per
node.

For general help in fixing problems with SMF services, see the troubleshooting section in
Managing System Services in Oracle Solaris that applies to your operating system's release. Go
to the appropriate library in http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/.

To view service logs, make sure you have the proper authorization. Assume the appropriate
RBAC profile to view OpenStack service log files or to use the pfedit command to modify
OpenStack service configuration files. The following profiles can be assigned:

■ OpenStack Block Storage Management
■ OpenStack Compute Management
■ OpenStack Identity Management
■ OpenStack Image Management
■ OpenStack Network Management
■ OpenStack Object Storage Management
■ OpenStack Management

http://docs.oracle.com/en/operating-systems/
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To troubleshoot, use the following general commands:

■ To find out which OpenStack services are running on a specific node:

# svcs -a | grep openstack

■ To list which services might be in a maintenance mode:

# svcs -x

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-replicator-rsync:

      default (OpenStack Swift Replication Service)

State: maintenance since Fri May 22 04:06:11 2015

Reason: Start method exited with $SMF_EXIT_ERR_FATAL.

   See: http://support.oracle.com/msg/SMF-8000-KS

   See: rsync(1)

   See: rsyncd.conf(5)

   See: /var/svc/log/application-openstack-swift-swift-replicator-rsync:default.log

Impact: This service is not running.

If a service is in maintenance mode, check the service log file.
■ To identify the log for a specific OpenStack service:

# svcs -L openstack-service

For example:

# svcs -L neutron-server

/var/svc/log/application-openstack-neutron-neutron-server:default.log

With the proper authorization, you can combine options such as -Lv to list and view the log
for the service.

■ To immediately identify instances of error that are recorded in a specific log, you can use
common UNIX commands such as grep.

# grep keyword `svcs -L openstack-service`

You can search for the occurrences of error, warning, and other critical keywords to
directly read the error messages.

■ To check EVS properties when troubleshooting networking issues, use the various evsadm
subcommands such as evsadm show-prop.

■ An OpenStack list command line can provide information about the status of components.
For example, nova list displays active instances on the compute node, while nova
image-list shows available images and their status. For a sample output, see “Displaying
Information About Images” on page 61.

The following logs often contain information helpful for troubleshooting:

■ nova-compute

■ nova-scheduler
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■ cinder-scheduler

■ neutron-server

Aside from the SMF service log files, you can also check logs in the /var/log directory. Just
like other Oracle Solaris processes, OpenStack services also generate their own log files in the
/var/log/openstack-service directories.

For example, OpenStack image store log files are in /var/log/glance. Problems with creating
and booting a VM instance might be recorded in the /var/log/zones directory. Messaging logs
are stored as /var/log/rabbitmq/rabbit@hostname.log.

Most OpenStack configuration files are under the OpenStack service name in the /etc
directory. For example, OpenStack networking configuration files are in /etc/neutron.
Configuration files for Horizon are in /etc/openstack_dashboard. Those for Nova are in
/etc/nova, and so on. You can use these files for troubleshooting a specific service by setting
or uncommenting the following parameters in the service's configuration file:

■ debug=true

■ verbose=true

These parameters enable you to see more output from operations affected by that configuration
file. See tables of configuration options in “Common Configuration Parameters for OpenStack”
in http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/servers-storage-admin/getting-
started-openstack-os11-2-2195380.html and in the OpenStack Configuration Reference on
the OpenStack documentation site.

Note - Individual OpenStack service commands can also take the --debug option. This option is
the equivalent of setting debug=true in a configuration file.

Investigating and Resolving Problems
This section describes some problems that you might encounter when you install and configure
OpenStack.

The following example shows error pertaining to the dashboard.

Error: Unauthorized: Unable to retrieve usage information.

Error: Unauthorized: Unable to retrieve quota information.

Error: Unauthorized: Unable to retrieve project list information.

Error: Unauthorized: Unable to retrieve instance list information.

These messages might indicate that the RSA host key has been changed and has not been
propagated to all the components. For more information on configuring RSA keys, refer to
“How to Install and Configure Neutron” and “How to Configure the Compute Node”.

The following error report might be included in the nova-scheduler log.

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/servers-storage-admin/getting-started-openstack-os11-2-2195380.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/servers-storage-admin/getting-started-openstack-os11-2-2195380.html
http://docs.openstack.org/
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controller# grep error `svcs -L nova-scheduler`
2014-12-03 12:49:19.271 3475 TRACE

nova.openstack.common.rpc.common error: [Errno 32] Broken pipe

A broken pipe error is typically reported when you refresh one OpenStack service and not the
others. If you made any changes in the configuration files on a node, refresh all the services
on the node. The following command restarts services that are online services but need to be
refreshed.

controller# svcs \*openstack\* | grep online  \

| awk -e '{print $3}' | xargs svcadm restart

An error can also be due to lack of resources. During the creation of a VM instance, the nova-
compute log might display messages similar to the following:

[abc-123-def-456] Build of instance

abc-123-def-456 aborted: Image

xyz-987-uvw-654 is unacceptable: Image query failed.

Possibly invalid or corrupt. Log file location: controller:/tmp/archive_log.4249

Further, the log would also indicate out of space/storage. Use the top command to view
the resources on the system. If the system has less than 1GB of memory, you might need to add
more.

VM Instance Installation and Configuration
The issues discussed in this section are specifically related to VM instances.

VM Instance Is in an Error State

One reason a VM instance can be in an error state is that you tried to install a VM instance that
is a different architecture from the host system. In this case, you might not receive an error
message that specifically indicates an architecture mismatch. To avoid this problem, make sure
you correctly set the architecture property of the image when you upload the image to the
glance image store. When you use Horizon to upload an image, you must set properties on the
image after the upload. Alternatively, you can use the command line to upload the image and set
property values in one glance image-create command. See “Preparing Images for the Glance
Repository” on page 59 for an example.

VM Instance Property Values Do Not Match Zone Property
Values

Some of the information that OpenStack reports about a VM instance does not match the
information that Oracle Solaris reports about the corresponding zone. Information displayed
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in Horizon or displayed by the nova command might not match information displayed by the
zoneadm command or other Oracle Solaris commands.

Name The name of a VM instance as shown in Horizon or as shown by the
nova list command is the name that you assigned when you created the
instance, such as example-instance. The name of the zone shown by the
zoneadm list command is similar to instance-00000001. Use the nova
show command to determine which zone is associated with which VM
instance. In the nova show output, the value of the OS-EXT-SRV-ATTR:
instance_name property is the name of the zone, and the value of the
name property is the name of the VM instance.

UUID The UUID of a VM instance as shown in Horizon or as shown by the
nova show command does not match the UUID of the same zone as
shown by the zoneadm list -p command. The UUID that the zoneadm
command shows is a different identifier from the identifier used for
Nova.

CPUs The number of VCPUs for a VM instance as shown in Horizon is the
number of capped CPUs that are virtualized only to the extent of how
many fractional CPUs can be used by the instance. This number does
not provide observability inside the instance of what was capped. The
psrinfo command reports the dedicated CPUs allocated to the zone.

Memory The amount of memory for a VM instance as shown in Horizon might be
different from the amount of memory that the prtconf command shows
when you are logged into that VM instance. Horizon shows the amount
of memory specified by the flavor used to create the VM instance. The
prtconf command reports all of system memory.

Storage The amount of storage for a VM instance as shown in Horizon might be
different from the amount of storage shown when you are logged into
that VM instance, unless the VM instance is a non-global zone using
Zones on Shared Storage (ZOSS).

Issues With Credentials

On certain occasions, you might encounter error messages related to incorrect credentials which
prevent you from issuing service commands. For example, when issuing a glance command,
the following error message might be generated:

Invalid OpenStack Identity credentials.
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The root cause of this message can be different each time. Thus, you must examine the logs
to restrict the possible causes. With the glance service as an example, see the contents of the
Glance SMF service logs. The /var/log/glance/api.log might report the following:

WARNING keystonemiddleware.auth_token [-] Authorization failed for token

If you have set Debug = True and Verbose = True in the glance configuration files, more
details are provided in the /var/svc/log/application-openstack-glance-glance-
api:default.log such as the following:

DEBUG keystonemiddleware.auth_token [-] Received request from user:

 user_id None, project_id None, roles None service: user_id None,

 project_id None, roles None 

__call__/usr/lib/python2.7/vendor-packages/keystonemiddleware/auth_token.py:821

You can explore the following areas to resolve the issue.

■ Check your service configuration files to ensure that the relevant parameters are correctly
defined.

■ Check that the global shell variables for the service are correctly. For the Glance service, for
example, the following variables should be set:
■ OS_USERNAME=glance
■ OS_PASSWORD=service-password
■ OS_TENANT_NAME=service
■ OS_AUTH_URL=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

If the command continues to fail with the same error messages reported, you might need to re-
create the service user to generate new credentials. Study the following example:

# export OS_USERNAME=keystone

# export OS_PASSWORD=service-password
# export OS_TENANT_NAME=service

# export OS_AUTH_URL=http://$CONTROLLER_ADMIN_NODE:5000/v2.0

# keystone user-list

From the output of this command, note the ID number of the corrupted service user. You would
delete that user and then recreate it with the correct credentials:

# keystone user-delete user-ID

# keystone user-create --name glance --password service-password
# keystone user-role-add --user=glance --tenant=service --role=admin
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Horizon-Related Issue

After you launch your VM instances, the Horizon dashboard might be inaccessible and the
404 Not Found error message is displayed. The log for the Apache services would contain the
following entry:

Oct 13  16:13:53  Executing start method (" /lib/svc/method/http-apache24 start"). ]

Apache version is 2.4

(125) Address already in use: AH000/2: make_sock: could not bind to address [::]:80

Oct 13  16:13:55 Method "start" exited with status 0. ]

The log indicates that the address cannot bind to port 80 because the port is busy.

Beginning with the Juno version, OpenStack uses Apache 2.4 instead of Apache 2.2 of previous
OpenStack versions. Ensure that the correct Apache version is enabled and listening on that
port.

To free the port, do the following steps:

1. Obtain the process ID that is currently listening in on the port.

# netstat -uan -f inet | grep "*.80"

This procedure assumes that the setup is using IPv4 addresses and the processes holding
port 80 is listening on all those addresses. If the process is listening for IPv6 traffic, the
command might not provide any result.

2. Based on the process ID, identify the actual process or service. You can use one of the
following commands:

# svcs -p | egrep "online|pid http" | ggrep -B1 pid

or

# ps -lf -p pid

3. If the wrong Apache version is using the port, disable the service.
4. Enable the correct Apache version for the Juno version.

If the correct Apache version is in maintenance mode, clear the service first before enabling
it.

The following example illustrates how to release port 80 and switch to the correct Apache
version.

# netstat -uan -f inet | grep "*.80"
*.80       *.*     root         5560 httpd     0     0  128000     0 LISTEN

*.8080     *.*     webservd     1124 java      0     0  128000     0 LISTEN

*.8009     *.*     webservd     1124 java      0     0  128000     0 LISTEN

# svcs -p | egrep "online|5560 http" | ggrep -B1 5560
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online     Aug_31   svc:/network/http:apache22

           Sep_09   5560 httpd

# svcadm disable apache22

# svcadm clear apache24

# svcadm enable apache24

Heat-Related Issue

Note - This issue applies only if you are using the Oracle Solaris 11.3 SRU 2 release or
previous releases.

Creating a Heat stack might fail when you use the normal heat stack-create command
similar to the following example:

# heat stack-create -f heat-template -P parameters stack-name

where heat-template is a validly defined HOT template.

The neutron-server log would contain entries such as the following example. Note that the
example shows a redacted log with only the information relevant to the issue:

stack_name              | stack2                                               |

stack_owner             | admin                                                |

stack_status            | CREATE_FAILED                                        |

stack_status_reason     | Resource CREATE failed: InternalServerError: Request |

                        | Failed: internal server error while processing your  |

                        | request                                              |

The issue is that the DCHP port for the network and the normal port are being created at the
same time and results in a timeout condition. As a workaround, you can disable the DHCP for
the subnet. A better resolution would be to upgrade to a later Oracle Solaris 11.3 SRU release.

Scalability Issues

By default, RabbitMQ imposes a file descriptor limit of 255. This limit can easily prevent you
from scaling the cloud further after you have created a few compute nodes. To avoid this block,
increase the limit value in the /etc/rabbitmq/rabbitmq-env.conf file:

# Increase soft limit on file descriptors for RabbitMQ

ulimit -n 8192 
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Dismantling Networks

If you encounter problems with configuring Neutron on the network node and might need to
dismantle the configuration to start over, follow this procedure. Depending on which point you
need to start undoing the configuration, follow the sequence as provided in the procedure.

How to Remove the Network Configuration on
Neutron

1. Perform this step on the Horizon dashboard.

a.    Disassociate all floating IP addresses.

b.    Remove all floating IP addresses.

2. On a terminal window, type the following commands:

# neutron router-gateway-clear router-id external-network-id

# neutron router-interface-delete router-id subnet-id

a.    To remove the router gateway interface, type the following command:

# neutron router-gateway-interface-delete router-id external-network-id

b.    To remove the remaining router interfaces, type the following command:

# neutron router-interface-delete router-id subnet-id

3. Perform the following on the Horizon dashboard.

a.    Terminate all VM instances.

b.    Delete the subnets.
If problems occur while deleting subnets, refer to “How to Remove
Vports” on page 124.

c.    Delete the network.
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How to Remove Vports

Use this procedure if problems occur that prevent you from deleting subnets.

1. Determine which vports are currently in use.

# evsadm

2. Reset the vports being used.

# evsadm reset-vport vport

3. Remove the vports.

# evsadm remove-vport vport

General Tips and Tricks on Debugging

The following general tips can help you get started when troubleshooting issues in OpenStack:

■ Set debug = true and verbose = true in the various configuration files to help you
diagnose problems. On some configuration files, you can look for a placeholder value which
is commented out and which you can toggle to enable verbose logging.

■ When you make changes to a component's configuration file, restart the services for the
component to make the changes effective.

■ Use the tail -30 `svcs -L service-name command that provides you with information
from the SMF log. If you enabled debugging as well as verbose logging, you might need to
increase the lines that you specify for the tail command.

■ Horizon processes go through Apache. Thus, to diagnose Horizon, enable debug = True in
the /etc/openstack_dashboard/local_settings.py file. Django errors are then generated
on the web page.

■ Nova components are built on top of Oracle Solaris zones. Thus, you can also refer to logs
in /var/log/zones to troubleshoot Nova issues.

Useful Sites

Refer to the following sites for troubleshooting tips to resolve different OpenStack issues.

■ https://blogs.oracle.com/openstack/

■ https://ask.openstack.org/en/questions/

■ https://raymii.org/s/tags/openstack.html

https://blogs.oracle.com/openstack/
https://ask.openstack.org/en/questions/
https://raymii.org/s/tags/openstack.html
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Common OpenStack Configuration Files and
Services

This appendix lists the typical configuration files of the core OpenStack components as well as
OpenStack SMF services.

Configuration Files

Cinder Files

■ /etc/cinder/api_paste.ini

■ /etc/cinder/cinder.conf

Glance Files

■ /etc/glance/glance-api.conf

■ /etc/glance/glance-cache.conf

■ /etc/glance/glance-registry.conf

■ /etc/glance/glance-scrubber.conf

■ /etc/glance/glance-registry-paste.ini

■ /etc/glance/glance-api-paste.ini

Keystone Files

■ /etc/keystone/keystone.conf

■ /etc/keystone/keystone-paste.ini
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Neutron Files

■ /etc/neutron/neutron.conf

■ /etc/neutron/dhcp_agent.ini

■ /etc/neutron/l3_agent.ini

■ /etc/neutron/api-paste.ini

■ /etc/neutron/metadata_agent.ini

■ /etc/neutron/plugins/evs/evs_plugin.ini

Nova Files

■ /etc/nova/nova.conf

■ /etc/nova/api_paste.ini

Horizon Files

■ /etc/openstack_dashboard/local_settings.py

■ /etc/apache2/2.4/httpd.conf

■ /etc/apache2/2.4/conf.d/openstack-dashboard-http.conf

or

/etc/apache2/2.4/conf.d/openstack-dashboard-tls.conf

Swift Files

■ /etc/swift/swift.conf

■ /etc/swift/account-server.conf

■ /etc/swift/container-server.conf

■ /etc/swift/object-server.conf

■ /etc/swift/proxy-server.conf

■ /etc/swift/rsyncd.conf
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OpenStack SMF Services

Cinder
svc:/application/openstack/cinder/cinder-db:default

svc:/application/openstack/cinder/cinder-backup:default

svc:/application/openstack/cinder/cinder-scheduler:default

svc:/application/openstack/cinder/cinder-api:default

svc:/application/openstack/cinder/cinder-volume:setup

svc:/application/openstack/cinder/cinder-volume:default

Glance
svc:/application/openstack/glance/glance-db:default

svc:/application/openstack/glance/glance-registry:default

svc:/application/openstack/glance/glance-scrubber:default

svc:/application/openstack/glance/glance-api:default

Keystone
svc:/application/openstack/keystone:default

Neutron
svc:/application/openstack/neutron/neutron-server:default

svc:/application/openstack/neutron/neutron-dhcp-agent:default

svc:/application/openstack/neutron/neutron-metadata-agent:default

svc:/application/openstack/neutron/neutron-l3-agent:default

Nova *
svc:/application/openstack/nova/nova-objectstore:default

svc:/application/openstack/nova/nova-consoleauth:default

svc:/application/openstack/nova/nova-novncproxy:default

svc:/application/openstack/nova/nova-api-metadata:default

svc:/application/openstack/nova/nova-api-ec2:default

svc:/application/openstack/nova/nova-api-osapi-compute:default

svc:/application/openstack/nova/nova-conductor:default

svc:/application/openstack/nova/nova-cert:default

svc:/application/openstack/nova/nova-compute:default

svc:/application/openstack/nova/nova-scheduler:default
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* Other Nova services might also be listed depending on the compute node setup.

Swift
svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-object-expirer:default

svc:/pplication/openstack/swift/swift-account-reaper:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-container-replicator:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-account-replicator:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-object-auditor:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-container-updater:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-container-sync:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-object-updater:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-account-auditor:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-replicator-rsync:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-container-auditor:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-object-replicator:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-container-reconciler:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-container-server:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-object-server:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-proxy-server:default

svc:/application/openstack/swift/swift-account-server:default
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See also Ironic
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using ZFSSA as backend storage,   93

cloud virtual machine See VM instances
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See also Nova
configuring,   41
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configuring,   29

D
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creating a VM instance,   73
creating internal networks,   68
logging in,   19
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debugging options,   117
deploying bare metal See bare metal

E
Elastic Virtual Switch

evsadm command,   54
Elastic Virtual Switch (EVS)

configuring,   42
SSH keys,   43

EVS
evsadm command,   56

F
flat network,   56
flavors,   22, 78

See also VM instances
extra-specs property,   79
modifying properties,   79

floating IP addresses,   71
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See also network

G
Glance,   59

configuration files,   33
creating and uploading script,   63
displaying image information,   61
installing,   33

H
hardware templates See flavors
Heat

installing,   98
Horizon

configure SSL access,   36
viewing flavors,   79

I
images,   22, 59

See also VM instances
backup,   60
displaying information,   61
image cache,   59
registry server,   59
rescue,   60
snapshots,   60

installing OpenStack
evaluation configuration,   15
multinode configuration,   23
single-node configuration,   15
using a Unified Archive,   15

instance See VM instances
instance templates See flavors
Ironic

/etc/ironic/ironic.conf file,   104
AI configuration,   102
components,   101
decommissioning a node,   111
deploying bare metal,   106
deploying bare metal from a UAR,   108
failures during provisioning,   111
installing and configuring,   102

service,   101
using UAR and IPS,   107

K
Keystone
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installing,   32
sample_data.sh script,   27

L
L3 agent,   53
LDoms,   24
live migration,   82

M
memory optimization,   28
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3-node reference architecture,   23
preparation,   26

MySQL,   31
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network

associating floating IP addresses,   71
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network,   71
creating external network,   53, 56
creating router,   54
internal,   68
subnets,   68

network address translation,   53
Network Time Protocol (NTP)

client,   30
client configuration file,   30
server,   28
server configuration file,   29

Neutron
configuration files,   38
creating a router,   54
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external network,   55
installing,   38
L3 agent,   53, 72
router,   53

neutron-l3-agent,   72
neutron-l3-agent SMF service,   54
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configuration files,   35, 41
configuring,   41
creating VM instances,   73
displaying image information,   61
evacuate,   84
installing on the controller node,   35
migrating instances,   82
recovering compute nodes,   84

O
OpenStack Unified Archive See Unified Archives
OVM Server for SPARC,   24
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adding users,   66
modifying user role,   66

projects,   21
adding users,   65
creating,   65

provider router See Neutron

R
RabbitMQ,   31
RAD,   41
registry server,   59
Remote Access Daemon (RAD),   41
remote storage systems,   87

See also Cinder
Access Control Lists (ACLs),   91
enabling as targets,   91
required SMF services,   91

rescue image,   60
rights profile for Cinder user,   90
router

creating for external network,   54
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sample_data.sh script,   27
SAN support in Cinder,   87
SC profile,   60, 80
scalability,   122
script for creating and uploading an image,   63
secure network address translation (SNAT),   57

disabling,   57
Service Management Facility (SMF)

services required for target hosts,   91
single-node OpenStack installation

using a Unified Archive,   15
using OVM Server for SPARC,   24

snapshots,   60
SPARC,   24
SQLite,   31
SSH keys

in EVS configuration,   43
instance migration,   83

storage node,   23
configuring,   46
multiple backend hosts,   87

Swift,   24
configuration files,   49

system configuration profile See SC profile

T
templates

hardware See flavors
tenants,   21 See projects
TLS

configuration file,   37

U
Unified Archives

creating OpenStack images from,   60
downloading,   16
single-node OpenStack installation,   15, 18

bare-metal AI service,   17
user_reserve_hint_pct,   28
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V
virtual machine (VM) See VM instances
VM instances,   14, 73

See also Nova
adding users,   77
backup,   60
creating,   73
flavors,   21, 22, 78
images,   22, 59
key pairs,   73
logging in,   76
migrating,   82
rescue,   60
snapshots,   60

Z
ZFS Storage Appliance (ZFSSA),   92

See also Cinder
backend storage for OpenStack,   92
workflow utility,   93

zlogin command,   19
zone console login,   19
zoneadm command

boot subcommand,   19
zonecfg command

add subcommand,   19
create subcommand,   18
select subcommand,   19
set subcommand,   19

zonecfg:bootargs,   81
zones framework,   41
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